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Global energy consumption has been increasing yearly and a big portion of it
is used in rotating electrical machineries. It is clear that in these machines
energy should be used efficiently. In this dissertation the aim is to improve the
design process of high-speed electrical machines especially from the mechanical
engineering perspective in order to achieve more reliable and efficient machines.
The design process of high-speed machines is challenging due to high demands and
several interactions between different engineering disciplines such as mechanical,
electrical and energy engineering. A multidisciplinary design flow chart for a
specific type of high-speed machine in which computer simulation is utilized is
proposed. In addition to utilizing simulation parallel with the design process, two
simulation studies are presented. The first is used to find the limits of two ball
bearing models. The second is used to study the improvement of machine load
capacity in a compressor application to exceed the limits of current machinery.
The proposed flow chart and simulation studies show clearly that improvements
in the high-speed machinery design process can be achieved. Engineers designing
in high-speed machines can utilize the flow chart and simulation results as a
guideline during the design phase to achieve more reliable and efficient machines
that use energy efficiently in required different operation conditions.

Keywords: active magnetic bearing, design process, electrical machine, high-speed,
modeling, rolling element bearing, simulation
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Maailmanlaajuinen energiankulutus on kasvanut vuosittain ja iso osa energiasta
käytetään pyörivissä sähkökoneissa. On selvä, että näissä laitteissa kulutettava
energia on käytettävä mahdollisimman hyödyllisesti. Tämän väitöskirjatyön
tavoitteena on parantaa suurnopeussähkökoneiden suunnitteluprosessia erityisesti
koneenrakennuksen näkökulmasta, jotta saavutetaan kestäviä ja energiatehokkaita
sähkökoneita. Suurnopeussähkökoneiden suunnitteluprosessi on haastavaa, koska
useat vuorovaikutustekijät eri insinööritieteiden, kuten kone-, sähkö- ja ener-
giatekniikan osa-alueilla vaikuttavat samanaikaisesti. Työssä esitetään moniti-
eteinen suunnitteluprosessikaavio tietyntyyppiselle suurnopeussähkökoneelle, jossa
hyödynnetään tietokonesimulaatiota. Lisäksi esitetään kaksi tutkimusta, jossa
käytetään simulointia suunnitteluprosessin yhteydessä. Ensimmäinen näistä pyrkii
selvittämään kahden kuulalaakerimallin soveltuvuusrajat. Toinen pyrkii paranta-
maan koneen kuormitettavuutta kompressorisovelluksessa, jotta nykyisten lait-
teiden käyttöaluetta voidaan laajentaa. Suurnopeussähkökoneiden suunnittelijat
teollisuudessa voivat hyödyntää suunnitteluprosessikaaviota ja simulointituloksia
jo varhaisessa suunnitteluvaiheessa. Näiden avulla saavutetaan luotettavampia
ja energiatehokkaampia sähkökoneita, jotka käyttävät energiaa tehokkaasti eri
käyttötiloissa.

Hakusanat: aktiivimagneettilaakeri, mallintaminen, simulointi, suunnittelupros-
essi, suurnopeus, sähkökone, vierintälaakeri
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Symbols and abbreviations

Symbols

a0...3 Polynomial coefficients
A Cross section area
Ag Air gap area
a Vector of polynomial coefficients
A Transformation matrix
B Magnetic flux density
Bx1, Bx2 Magnetic flux density in the electromagnet poles
B Strain-displacement (second partial derivate of the shape

function matrix N)
C Damping matrix
d Interpolating polynomial
di Displacement at location i
dj Displacement at location j
dθ Slope of dependent variable
D Steady state matrix
E Material Young’s modulus
Fx,tot Total magnetic force in x-axis
Fx1 Magnetic force to positive x-axis
Fx2 Magnetic force to negative x-axis
F Time dependent force vector
g Nominal air gap length
G Gyroscopic matrix
i Nodal location or current (magnetic bearings)
ib Bias current
ic Control current
ix1, ix2 Currents for the electromagnet poles
I Moment of inertia
I Identity matrix
j Nodal location
ki Force-current coefficient (current stiffness)
kx Force-displacement coefficient (position stiffness)
ke Element stiffness matrix
K Stiffness matrix
L Length
me Element mass matrix
M Mass matrix
N Number of turns



N Element shape function matrix
t Time
u Displacement in x-direction
ui ith mode shape
ūi ith mode shape (complex)
v Displacement in z-direction
w1 Force applied at impeller location
x Displacement field or rotor position (magnetic bearings)
X x-direction
x Vector of generalized coordinates
ẋ First time derivative of generalized coordinates
ẍ Second time derivative of generalized coordinates
X Interpolating polynomials
y Generalized coordinates (1st order ODE system)
z̄1...4 Performance limits
z Eigenvector
z̄ Eigenvector (complex)

Greek letters

αi Real part of ith eigenvalue
βi, ωdi Damped natural frequency
θ Slope angle
θi Slope angle at nodal location i
θj Slope angle at nodal location j
θX Rotation around x-axis
θY Rotation around y-axis
θZ Rotation around z-axis
λ Eigenvalue
λi ith eigenvalue
λ̄ Eigenvalue (complex)
λ̄i ith eigenvalue (complex)
µ0 Vacuum permeability
ξi Damping ratio (ith mode)
ρ Material density
φ Angle between magnet poles
ωi, ωni Natural frequency
Ω Rotation speed
H∞ H∞ controller



Abbreviations

A/C Air conditioning
AMB Active magnetic bearing
BW Backward whirling mode
CAD Computer aided design
CE Concurrent engineering
DFMA Design for manufacture and assembly
DOF Degrees of freedom
DW Distributed windings
EOM Equation of motion
EMDS Electric motor-driven systems
FEM Finite element method
FW Forward whirling mode
HS High-speed
HSIM High-speed induction machine
HSPMSM High-speed permanent magnet synchronous machine
IEA International energy agency
MIMO Multiple-input multiple-output
NdFeB Neodymium-iron-boron (magnet)
PID Proportional integral derivative
PM Permanent magnet
PWM Pulse width modulation
rpm Revolutions per minute
SmCo Samarium-cobalt (magnet)
TCW Tooth-coil winding
VDI Verein Deutscher Ingenieure
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Rotating electrical machines are used extensively in industrial applications and
daily life around the world. The design, simulation and modeling of these machines
are active topics of research for example in mechanical, electrical and energy
engineering. In this thesis, the simulation and design of electrical machines
is focused on from the mechanical engineering point of view. Currently it is
possible to embed more simulation parallel with design process. Through linking
simulation into the design process product development can be improved. In this
thesis “rotating electrical machines” are referred to as “electrical machines” which
includes electrical motors and generators. One of the common arguments towards
all the work done to improve electrical machines relates to the smart usage of
energy.

1.1 Motivation for the study

Electrical machines are widely used in day-to-day life and in industry. For example
these machines can be found in an electric toothbrush, a fan, a car starter motor,
a hybrid car’s traction motor, an air conditioning (A/C) unit and the way up
to the propulsion motors in a cargo vessel [38]. Commonly the size varies from
milliwatts (mW) to megawatts (MW). Figure 1.1 shows a cutaway of a traction
motor, that can be used for example to drive a car. In the figure the rotating part
is referred as the rotor and stationary part as the stator.

To understand the full extent of the usage of electrical machines, according to
the international energy agency (IEA) 43–46% of globally produced electricity is
consumed by electric motor-driven systems (EMDS) such as compressors, fans or
pumps, where the majority of the electricity is used by the electric motor itself.

19
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Stator

PM rotor

Figure 1.1. Cross section of an electric machine.

[55] On the otherhand, almost all global electrical generation is based on electric
generators. [56]

Due to the high global electricity consumption in systems that are driven by
electric motors, efficiency and reliability of each new electrical machine are the key
aspects that are focused on during the design process. Efficiency is a measure that
tells how well energy is transformed from electricity to mechanical energy, i.e., how
much energy is transformed to other forms such as heat or noise, which usually
occur as well. Reliability is a measure that considers the required maintenance
and life cycle of the electrical machine.

Developing new electrical machines is a challenging task for engineers. It has
multidisciplinary interactions in the energy conversion phenomena which requires
deep understanding of the system, including electrical and magnetic fields, as well
the heat produced [40] by the energy conversion and the mechanical rigidity of
the system [31]. In addition, the application and environment where the electrical
machine is driven requires detailed understanding as even a small detail can make
a huge change to the final design. For example, information about the nominal
speed of an electrical machine where it is mostly operated is a valuable information.
Having the information of approximated nominal speed in the beginning of the
design process allows an electrical machine to be optimized to work according to
best efficiency at that speed.

Modern electrical machine design commonly requires participants from several
engineering fields in order to achieve a highly efficient and reliable electrical
machine. Usually engineers from the electrical, mechanical, thermal, energy and
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control engineering fields are involved.

As the design of electrical machines requires experts from several fields, it
is challenging to have a common understanding of each member’s tasks and
inputs and outputs - or even a common technical language. Achieving good,
high performance electrical machine design requires compromises from all the
engineering fields. This means for example that designing a too massive of an
electrical machine from a mechanical point of view leads to low performance from
the electrical and thermal engineering points of view.

General design approaches are introduced in the literature and these give a good
starting point for a design task. One of them is the systematic design process,
where direct tasks for a responsible person can be set. In addition, certain
simulation tools are available and can be used to benchmark the results before
building the first prototype. For example, in a high-speed electrical machine the
rotor dynamical performance have to be understood to avoid excessive vibrations
in the prototype, which in the end enables a design that leads to a working
electrical machine.

To build a simulation model the behavior of a physial system has to be understood
in order to justify a simulation approach which predicts the behavior accurately
and computationally efficiently. The results of simulation are only as good as
the simulation model and if the simulation model is too far from the physical
machine, the results do not predict the physical system well. However, a well
built simulation model predicts the physical system accurately and that enables
the designing of more reliable and safe electrical machines. This can be achieved
for example by simulating the machine at over-speed or at faulty conditions. An
example of this is the studies on active magnetic bearing (AMB) supported rotor
touchdown bearing performance in a magnetic bearing failure situation [8, 44].

In the end, if an electrical machine is poorly designed or used inefficiently it can
use excessive amounts of energy and that further requires globally the production
of even more energy, which requires the building of new power plants to keep
up with the electric power demand. This gives clear motivation to develop new
improved electrical machines and systems that are driven by them.

1.2 Electrical machines

Almost 200 years ago it was discovered by a Dr. Øersted that the electric currents
create magnetic fields. Around the same time the solenoid was invented by Andrè-
Marie Ampère and in the 1821 Michael Faraday build the first type of device that
was rotated by an electromagnetic field and this started the era of the electric
motors. [13]
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One of the most commonly used electrical machine types in the last century
and still today are induction machines. Usually in induction machines power is
transferred from the stationary part to the rotating part through electromagnetic
induction. The early version of these rotated at constant speed, using a fraction
of the electric frequency that was delivered to the end users. For example in a 50
Hz network a 4-pole induction motor shaft would rotate up to 1500 rpm. However,
in practice there is a small difference (i.e. slip) in the actual speed of the rotor
and synchronous speed that leads the rotor rotate slightly slower. Due to the slip,
the actual torque is created in the induction machines.

As the electrical machines developed from the early versions, also power electronics
that allow, for example, to control electrical machines were developed. In the
1960s variable speed drive motors with pulse width modulation (PWM) become
available and that allowed adjusting the motor rotation speed. [48] This was
possible by having an inverter between the electric motor and the network it was
connected to.

The use of an inverter enables high-speed electrical machines which allow the rotor
to rotate really high speeds, usually from 10000 to 200000 rpm. High speeds allow
to design machines that are directly connected to the application or working tool
without having a gearbox that in conventional machines increases the rotation
speed. For example in a compressor application the impeller can be directly
attached to the main rotor in a high speed electrical machine.

In the last century the development of permanent magnets (PM) was rapid and
more powerful magnets were introduced. Since 1960s the development of rare-earth
magnets started a new era due the discovery and mass production development
of samarium-cobalt (SmCo) and neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB) magnets, which
are still the strongest types of the permanent magnets available. [39]

In electrical machines permanent magnets the enabled magnetization of the rotor
without having brushes that created an electromagnetic path from the stationary
part to the rotating part. Challenges and limiting factors in the utilization of
PMs are that they are expensive, that pure materials are fragile, and that high
temperatures together with certain magnetic fields will cause a PM to lose its
magnetic properties.

As PMs were developed their use in electrical machines was increased. Nowadays
PM machines are used in high-end applications such as traction motors in hybrid
cars, elevators and wind generators. PM machines are usually applied where high
power per volume, and high power to mass ratio together with high efficiency are
required. [16]

Modern electrical machines consist of several different subsystems such as a
mechanical rotor and stator, bearings, cooling, and control systems. These
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subsystems are in close interaction with each other. The bearings are mounted
on the rotor producing the support for the rotor. The rotor can be seen as a
mechanical system that transfers torque. Electronics together with the control
software defines the way the rotor system behaves. In order to control the dynamic
responses of a rotating machine, the bearings, rotor and control system must be
integrated already in the design phase.
In mechanical engineering, the support for the rotating part is one research field.
Additionally, several other study fields in the mechanical engineering involve
electrical machine design such as tribology, structural and rotordynamics analyses
as well as modeling and simulation.
Tribology concentrates on the interaction between surfaces in a relative motion,
which occur for example in bearings. Conventionally electrical machines use
rolling element bearings to support the rotor. However, depending on the rotor
size and rotation speed the conventional rolling element bearing solution might
not be suitable at high rotating speeds and usually there is a need for journal
bearings or AMBs. Journal bearings usually rely on a thin layer of liquid or gas
to support the rotor. AMBs use magnetic force to levitate the rotor and the
magnetic force is actively controlled by sensor information monitoring the rotor
position. The sensor information is fed to the controller that sends a signal to the
power amplifier that produces a current in electromagnets that keep the rotor in
the desired position.
Structural analysis focuses on the physical limits that arise from the elasticity of
the materials that are used in the electric machine. The materials used in the
machine should not experience stresses that exceed the material’s allowed strength.
Especially, in the rotating part, where there might be connections between parts,
such as laminations or a magnet, that are usually placed to the rotor by heating
for example lamination which at room temperature will not fit top of the rotor.
The heated lamination can be placed top of the rotor and stays connected due
friction as it cools down and shrinks to the rotor and hold the in place.
In simulations the aim is to design an accurate model of an actual physical system
in a computer. A simulation model can be used to study different scenarios or
to try out various configurations. Simulation models do not have any limitations
for example on the speed that they are operated and that enables to test an over
speed situation. By creating simulation models the required number of physical
prototypes can be reduced due to the fact that the manufactured prototypes are
already more mature.
Responsibilities in the design process can be divided for example in a way that the
electrical engineers are mainly responsible for the power and torque production
and the thermal engineers for the feasible cooling solution. In this thesis design
methodology and simulation methods are applied and developed in order to
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approach the design process in a straightforward manner and to use sufficient
simulation methods to predict the dynamical behavior of the system and to find
performance related information on electrical machines during the design process.

1.3 Objective and scope of the dissertation

Due to the multidisciplinary application, the scope of this dissertation is to
consider the electrical machine design process and simulation tools from a
mechanical engineering perspective. However, the research work is done mostly in
a multidisciplinary research team.
Due to the complexity of the problem, this thesis focuses mainly on the development
of the electrical machine design process and simulation procedures that give
accurate estimates, which in the end yields better electrical machine design. To
achieve these specific goals, the design process requires the building of sufficient
simulation models to benchmark performance measurements, which are for
example rotor dynamical performance, bearing stiffness variation in different
speeds and a specific load capacity.
The primary objective of this dissertation is to achieve better electrical machine
designs. This can be achieved by utilizing simulation more closely parallel with the
design process of electrical machines. In general, simulation can be used to find
the limits, and in this work the aim is to utilize two different ball bearing models
and determine the limits for these two different complexity models. Simulation
can also be used to exceed the limits, and in this work a specific application
performance was studied and improved significantly.
In addition, the design process for a high-speed electrical machine is proposed.
High-speed machines are usually the most challenging to design due the interactions
between several engineer fields. In high speeds several factors that affect electrical
machine performance are amplified.
The hypotheses are that the standard tools that are used in electrical machine
design and in the absence of simulation parallel to the design process prevent
the development of better rotating electrical machines. Simulation tools enable
finding limits, which is shown by an example of two ball bearing models used
to find the limits for the simulation models, and second, exceeding limits, by an
example of an AMB supported compressor to maximize the load capacity in the
impeller location through a different control algorithm.

1.4 Scientific contribution

During the research related to this dissertation several electrical machines were
developed as a part of the research and those led finally to the development of the
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design process flow chart and the creating and applying of simulation models. The
design process of an electrical machine involves many parameters that should be
taken into consideration. Some of the variables would require a physical prototype
to be build. For example, load rejection maximization at the impeller location
in a compressor application. Building a simulation model parallel to the design
process enables the study of performance parameters before the actual prototype
is build. This saves time and energy both in the design and in the manufacturing
process and most importantly enables designing a good electrical machine. A
simulation based design process requires understanding of the physics of the
designed system and creating an accurate enough mathematical prediction of the
system. This model is used to find the boundaries and the best behaving design
for the prototype of the developed machine. The examples of simulation tools to
predict dynamical behavior are presented in publications I, II and V .

The main scientific contributions of this dissertation can be summarized by three
main categories as:

First, this dissertation introduces a multidisciplinary systematic design process
based on computer simulation for a 6-slot 2-pole high-speed electrical machine.
The design process enables engineers to follow a direct procedure to develop of a
high speed machine with the help of computer simulation.

Second, part of the design process is the analysis of bearings. In this study,
guidelines for the appropriate selection of a suitable bearing model for three
case studies are presented. Two different complexity ball bearing models were
implemented. One considers high-speed forces, and the other neglects them.
Both models were used to study three structures, and the simulation results were
compared. The bearing behavior is studied at different shaft rotation speeds
and the simulation results are used to determine when the model containing the
centrifugal and gyroscopic forces should be used.

Third, simulations introduced in this study enable to push the limits of current
designs and an example to improve AMB compressors by developing a simulation
model of the machine and to find its limits. This study shows that extensively
utilization of simulation can lead to a significant improvement in a specific
application, which in this case is shown by defining machine load capacity in a
compressor application.

The three main subjects in this dissertation further improve the design process of
electrical machines and shows that the utilization of simulation parallel with the
design process yields better results. By understanding the limits of simulation
models and capabilities, further improved electrical machines can be designed.
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Chapter 2
Design, modeling and simulation of

electrical machines

This chapter gives a short introduction to the methods that are used in the
publications. The work done in this dissertation is based mostly on research
projects made in collaboration with a multidisciplinary team of researchers.

In motor applications the rotating electric machines converts electricity into
mechanical energy and in a generator applications mechanical energy to electrical
energy. Energy conversion is based on the principle that a current-carrying
conductor is wound to coil shape, which creates a magnetic field. Placing these
coils in a circular form and changing the current at certain frequency forces the
rotating part of the motor to rotate. However, even if the principle is fairly
straightforward detailed understanding of the energy conversion phenomena from
a multidisciplinary perspective is required in order to design and simulate high
efficiency machines. In the energy conversion part the energy converts to heat for
example due the resistance in the materials. These are called losses which should
be minimized.

The five most relevant topics of this dissertation are briefly introduced from a
mechanical engineering aspect to give an overview of the topic which gives relevant
background information to the research done. The first section describes the
design process of a high-speed electric machine. The general design methodology
is briefly explained and design approaches for high-speed electric machines that
are available from literature are introduced. This section gives an overview of
the design aspects that have to be considered in the rotating electric machine
application.

The next section explains the finite element method (FEM) that is used to
formulate a mathematical model of a physical system. FEM is a general method

27
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that is applied widely in various engineering fields. This section gives an overview
on how physical systems are converted to equivalent mathematical models and
analyzed in computers.
The third section is rotordynamics, which is a branch of engineering that studies
rotating machinery vibrations. In this section it is explained based on the FEM
approach. Additionally the approach to predict the dynamical behavior of rotating
structures is described. This section also gives an overview of a specific application
of FEM and its principles.
The final two sections relate to rotordynamics and describe the support modeling
that holds the rotating part in place. These support models are included in
the rotordynamics model to predict the supported rotating structure accurately.
Commonly used ones in the industry are rolling element bearings, journal bearings
and AMBs. In section four, one type of rolling element bearing, ball bearing and
its modeling are described. In the fifth section an AMB is presented. AMBs are
usually used in highly demanding applications, where for example the rotation
speed is very high or oil-free operation is required.

2.1 Design process

General design methods that are applied to various engineering fields are available
in the literature. Commonly used ones are systematic design [37], concurrent
engineering (CE) [45], collaborative design [35] and reverse engineering [34]. In
this work the design process is based on the systematic design approach, which
goes step by step from the requirements of the designed product to a ready to be
manufactured product.
Figure 2.1 shows a flow chart of the systematic design process presented in Verein
Deutscher Ingenieure (VDI) 2222 [43]. The systematic design approach can be
divided into four main categories that are the clarification of the task, conceptual
design, embodiment design and detail design. In the clarification of the task
phase requirements and wishes are collected. During the second phase, conceptual
design, a basic structure is defined according to the requirements. In the third,
embodiment design, the conceptual design is analyzed in more detail. The last
step is detail design, where a design that fulfills all the requirements is prepared
to be manufactured. Each step is iterative and requires the successful finishing of
the previous step before proceeding to the next step.
The design process of an electrical machine is a complex task which requires at
least the understanding of electromagnetics, mechanics, thermal and material
science, rotordynamics, electronics and control. The design process of an electrical
machine can be divided into two approaches; component design and system design.
Component design is the traditional approach, where each component is designed
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Figure 2.1. VDI 2222 systematic design flow chart [43].

separately. The components can be, for example, the rotor, stator or cooling
system. These components are then assembled together to form a full system,
which in this case is an electrical machine. The second approach, system design,
consider the overall system performance. In this approach each component
interaction is taken into account and the requirements for the machine are
considered. [50] This approach has more iterations between different components,
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however, it can lead to a machine with better performance.

In the beginning of the design process the requirements are defined. These
requirements are the basis for the design process. These define for example
performance such as power, torque and efficiency. In addition, the design
requirements usually consider the machine’s operating environment. For example,
what is the temperature or how much vibration is present? Also the electrical
machine type such as induction machine, or permanent magnet machine is usually
defined. In the beginning of the design, especially without prior knowledge, a
comprehensive list of requirements can be challenging to set, but is necessary, in
order to have clear targets for the design. A questionnaire can be used in the
beginning to set the requirements [27].

A trend to develop higher speed machines that enable in many applications direct
driven systems, meaning that the application, e.g., compressor impeller, can
be directly attached to the main rotor without a gearbox, are increasing. The
definition for high-speed (HS) machines is not fully fixed, but in general, they are
categorized by the peripheral speed or a number that is produced from rotation
speed and power. For the first definition, by peripheral speed, Jokinen and Luomi
[23] define over 150 m/s and Binder and Schneider [7] from 100 m/s to 250 m/s as
the demarcation of HS machines. The second definition, a machine is high-speed
if it rotates in excess of 10 000 rpm and if its rpm multiplied by the square root of
the rated power (rpm·

√
kW ) is over 100 000. [53] The highest achieved peripheral

speeds for modern machines is 400 m/s for a solid rotor induction machine [15].

HS machines are commonly variable speed driven machines, where the load can
be changed according to the demand of the application. The design process of a
HS machine is challenging due to the interactions of different disciplines. To name
three for example, the first is that high power density demands powerful cooling.
Second, each of the disciplines are on the limits when attempting to achieve a high
performing machine. Third, the tolerances between the rotating and non-rotating
parts are tight. In HS machines it is not generally possible to use a standard
off-the-shelf structure and each machine needs to be designed according to the
specific requirements of the application.

Due the complex and highly iterative design process, several authors have published
scientific articles regarding to the design process of high-speed electrical machines.
Arkkio et al. [3] described a design for high-speed induction machines (HSIM)
and high-speed permanent magnet synchronous machines (HSPMSM) viewed
from electrical and thermal aspects. More extensively design methodology was
implemented in [25] to define the maximum power and speed limits for a HSPMSM.
Ranft [41] proposed a design methodology chart for a HSIM with electromagnetic
and mechanical aspects. Cheng et al. [11] proposed a design flow chart for a
HSPMSM with a full cylindrical magnet in the rotor. However, the flow chart
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included only electrical and mechanical design, and the thermal analysis was done
separately.
Bernard et al. [6] proposed a design flow and analytical optimization for a PMSM
with a gearbox. The design flow was for a screwdriver application with infinite
stiff supports, which limits its implementation for HS machinery. Although several
design methodologies are presented in the literature, none of them propose a
comprehensive multidisciplinary design process for 6-slot 2-pole HS applications
that includes electrical, mechanical and thermal analyses.
In publication III a multidisciplinary design process for a 6-slot 2-pole high-speed
electrical machine is proposed. One important aspect from mechanical engineering
point of view is the modeling of these electrical machines and analyzing their
dynamical behavior on different rotation speeds. The aim is that the rotating part
operates without any excessive vibrations over the specified operation speed range.
In the following section the fundamentals of the modeling part are introduced.

2.2 Finite element method

The finite element method is a widely used method in engineering that is used
to solve physical problems. In FEM a physical system is simplified into a mathe-
matical model. FEM is applied for example to fluid dynamics, electromagnetics
and in mechanical engineering generally speaking to structural and dynamical
analyses. FEM is a numerical method for solving differential equations. The
solutions obtained by FEM are approximates due the numerical methods and a
physical system is discretized into a finite number of elements. [12] The utilization
of computer-aided design (CAD) has further increased of the utilization of FEM
due the fact that a designed model can be directly utilized to create finite element
mesh. [5]
Elements in FEM consist of nodes. Number of nodes and element type define
the element’s degrees of freedom (DOF) and are used to describe its kinematics.
Nodes also define the element’s geometry, e.g., a two geometric node element is
called a beam element. A FEM model consist from a continuous mesh of elements
that are connected through nodes. [12]
Physical properties, such as material properties have to be defined in order to
analyze a specific problem, and also the boundary conditions for each element has
to be set. These boundary conditions define how the nodes of elements can move
in respect to others. [12]
In the literature several types of elements can be found from a point mass to
multi-degree-of-freedom solid elements. Depending on the problem analyzed these
element types are chosen accordingly. Figure 2.2 depicts a four DOF beam element.
[42]
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L

θjθi ji

di dj

Figure 2.2. A four degrees of freedom beam element.

In mechanical engineering, FEM is used to solve for example stresses and strains in
desired locations, in electrical engineering for electrical and magnetic fluxes and in
thermal engineering for heat flux. For simple geometries analytical equations can
be used to solve problems but usually the geometries are over simplified. However,
in some applications such as beam structures these can be applied. FEM is not
limited by the geometry of the studied problem. However, complex geometries
often require more elements to solve the problem accurately and thus also often
require more computational effort.
To build a FEM model it is required to set the problem and define the model
properly in order to have a model that represents a physical system accurately.
In some cases, where for example the loads or constrains are not known, this
might lead unrealistic results. Due to this, usually the building of a FEM model
is started from simple geometry where analytical equations can be used to verify
that the created FEM model is set properly, e.g., that the constrains that limit
the elements’ movements are set correctly.
Kinematics of elements are described through shape functions that describe single
element behavior. By adding the separate elements together a set of equations
can be solved simultaneously. For example, displacements can be solved at any
location in the model. [12]
Formulating the shape functions for a four degrees of freedom beam element can
be done as in [12], where a cubic polynomial with four parameters describes the
deflection of the beam. It should be noted that also other interpolation methods
can be used as well. In terms of polynomial coefficients a0...3 and displacement
field x an interpolating polynomial, d, where rotations are assumed to be small
(dθ ≈ θ) can be written in the form

d = a0 + a1x+ a2x
2 + a3x

3 or d = Xa, (2.1)

where interpolating polynomial vector X = [1 x x2 x3] and vector of polynomial
coefficients a = [a0 a1 a2 a3]T . Noting that the displacements (di and dj) and
slopes (θi and θj) in the both end of the beam as

d = di and dθ = θi at x = 0,
d = dj and dθ = θj at x = L, (2.2)
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where L is the length of the beam. The equation 2.1 can then be written as

x
di
θi
dj
θj

 =

A
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 L L2 L3

0 1 2L 3L2


a
a0
a1
a2
a3

 or x = Aa, (2.3)

where A is a transformation matrix and x is vector of generalized coordinates.
The polynomial coeffiecients can be solved as a = A−1x and Equation 2.1 can be
written as

d = Nx, where N = XA−1 =
[
1 x x2 x3

]
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
− 3
L2 − 2

L
3
L2 − 1

L
2
L3

1
L2 − 2

L3
1
L2

, (2.4)

where N is a shape function matrix. For the four degrees of freedom beam element
it yields

N =
[
1− 3x2

L2 + 2x3

L3 x− 2x2

L + x3

L2
3x2

L2 − 2x3

L3 −x2

L + x3

L2

]
, (2.5)

which can be used to obtain a mass matrix for the beam element as

me = ρA

∫ L

0
NTNdx, (2.6)

where ρ is the material density and A is the cross-section area. Stiffness matrix as

ke = EI

∫ L

0
BTBdx, (2.7)

where E is the material’s Young’s modulus, I moment of inertia of cross sectional
area and B is a strain-displacement matrix that is the second derivative of shape
function, N, (B = d2

dx2 N).

FEM enables to discretize a physical system into a mathematical model and
predict its behavior under various conditions. These mathematical models can
be used in the design process to analyze the different components in required
environments. FEM has been applied in many engineering fields and in these fields
to specific applications. In this dissertation FEM is applied to rotordynamics.
Rotordynamics is a research field that studies the dynamical behavior of rotating
machinery. Rotordynamics is explained in the next section in more detail.
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2.3 Rotordynamics

Rotordynamics is a branch in mechanical systems that focuses on the behavior
of rotating structures. Depending on the details of rotor models, they can be
described as two general types, rigid and flexible. [14]
In rigid rotordynamics, analytical solutions are available and behavior can be
calculated accurately for simplified geometries. However, the rigid assumption,
where shaft deformation is neglected, over simplifies in many cases the problem,
and as a consequence model prediction and actual behavior differs. On the
other hand, flexible rotordynamics often requires numerical calculation methods
such as FEM. To build a FEM model usually requires more variables compared
to analytical calculations, which leads to the solution is being more complex
compared to analytical solutions. However, it more accurately predicts a physical
system behavior. [10]
In many applications such as compressors, and pumps the higher rotation velocity
leads to high power density and that enables a smaller machine to compress
or pump more. In many new applications the requirement to work above the
first critical speed creates challenges to the design process and due to that a
systematic design methodology is required to find a solution that is feasible from
a multidisciplinary perspective.
In rotordynamics 3D beam elements are commonly used to predict rotor behavior.
Euler-Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam elements are commonly used in commercial
software. Example of an isotropic three dimensional beam element is shown in
Figure 2.3, where element have 12 degrees of freedom defined by two nodes i
and j and their translations (u, d, v) and rotations (θX , θY , θZ). In addition mass
elements can be used to model disks or bearing housings. [10] These elements
are implemented to commercial software’s, and in this work to a Matlab based
rotordynamics program RoBeDyn.
Rotor-bearing system behavior can be described for rigid and flexible rotors with
the equation of motion (EOM) as

Mẍ(t) + (C + ΩG)ẋ(t) + Kx(t) = F(t), (2.8)

where M is the mass matrix, x is the vector of generalized coordinates (displace-
ment), and ẋ and ẍ are the first and second time derivatives of the generalized
coordinates (velocity and acceleration). C is the damping matrix, Ω is rotation
speed and G is the gyroscopic matrix and K is the stiffness matrix and F(t) is
the time dependent force vector.
Eigenvalues can be solved to determine the natural frequencies of a rotor-bearing
system first by setting the external force, F(t), to zero in Equation 2.8.

Mẍ(t) + (C + ΩG)ẋ(t) + Kx(t) = 0. (2.9)
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Figure 2.3. A Two-node, three dimensional isotropic beam element with 12 degrees of
freedom.

Then multiplying the equation 2.9 by M−1 it becomes

ẍ(t) + M−1(C + ΩG)ẋ(t) + M−1Kx(t) = 0. (2.10)

Converting the second order differential equation into first order system by
denoting y1 = x and y2 = ẋ

ẏ1 = ẋ = y2,
ẏ2 = ẍ = −M−1(C + ΩG)ẋ(t)−M−1Kx(t) (2.11)

that can be written in matrix form as

ẏ =
[
ẏ1
ẏ2

]
=
[

0 I
−M−1K −M−1(C + ΩG)

] [
y1
y2

]
= Dy, (2.12)

where I is identity matrix and D is steady state matrix. Solution for the steady
state matrix is assumed to be in the form y = zeλt and then the generalized
eigenvalue problem can be solved

Dz = λz. (2.13)

Eigenvalues are in complex conjugate pairs form for ith mode as

λi = αi ± jβi, (2.14)

where αi is the real part of the eigenvalue and can be expressed as αi = ωniξi,
where ξi is the damping ratio and ωni is the natural frequency. βi is the damped
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natural frequency (ωdi) that can be also expressed as βi = ωdi = ωni
√

1− ξ2
i .

Natural frequencies for ith mode can be calculated as

ωni =
√
α2
i + β2

i , (2.15)

and the damping ratio of mode i can be calculated by

ξi = −αi√
α2
i + β2

i

. (2.16)

Eigenvectors (zi) for each eigenvalue can be solved by substituting λi = ω2
ni in

Equation 2.13. If the eigenvalues are complex, then they occur in a pair of complex
conjugates. Eigenvectors are in the form of

zi =
[

ui
λui

]
z̄i =

[
ūi
λ̄ūi

]
. (2.17)

In rotordynamics the eigenvectors corresponds to mode shapes (ui). Mode shapes
define the whirling shape and shows the relative magnitude and phase of motion.

Rotor natural frequencies and mode shapes (free-free), where the bearing and
support or any other additional parts than rotor description is removed from the
system matrix at zero rotation speed (Ω = 0). Equations 2.8-2.17 can be used to
solve natural frequencies and mode shapes. Calculated rotor natural frequencies
and mode shapes can also be validate experimentally by modal analysis. Figure
2.4 shows the six first mode shapes on a plane, where the two first are rigid body
modes and following ones flexible modes of a rotor and their natural frequencies. A
third rigid body mode exists also in axial direction, however usually the movement
in the axial direction is constrained.

For an N-degrees of freedom (NDOF) system the N-number natural frequencies
and mode shapes can be calculated. However, usually the lowest flexible mode
shapes contain the most strain energy and are accurate enough. Thus, those are
usually considered to be the most important.

A Campbell diagram (frequency interference diagram) includes the natural fre-
quencies and excitation frequencies (rotation speed) in the same figure. In the
Campbell diagram the support stiffness is included in the rotor model. In this
figure the critical speeds where resonance can occur in the supported rotor is
shown. Example of a Campbell diagram is shown in Figure 2.5 where a rotor is
supported via two symmetrical AMBs.

In the figure, the dashed line (A) is rotation speed and the four first critical
frequencies are shown. Where the dashed line crosses the solid lines are intersection
points where resonance occurs. These rotation speeds should be avoided. The first
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Figure 2.4. Free-free mode shapes and natural frequencies of the rotor.
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Figure 2.5. Campbell diagram of a rotor.

and second critical frequencies are at 45.54 Hz (B,C). The third and fourth (D,E)
frequencies are at 76.94 Hz at zero rotation speed. The gyroscopic effect (ΩG)
and cross-coupling terms of bearings and supports causes the frequencies (D,E)
to separate as rotation speed increases. Usually, the frequency that is increasing
over the rotation speed, in this case line E, is referred as the forward whirling
mode (FW) and the one that is decreasing, in this case line D, is the backward
whirling (BW) mode.

Figure 2.6 shows the rotor mode shape plots at 5000 rpm rotation speed. The
cylindrical mode shown in the top is the mode that occurs at 45.54 Hz (B) and
the conical mode that is shown in the bottom is the mode that occurs at 74.28 Hz
(D). Both of them are backward whirling modes. The other two modes at 45.55
Hz (C) and 79.69 Hz (E) are forward whirling modes which have the same shape,
however, they have the opposite whirling direction.

In the Campbell diagram the support properties can vary somewhat. However,
a diagram where the support stiffness is varied reveals information for bearing
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Figure 2.6. Backward mode shape plots at 5000 rpm. Top: cylindrical mode shape at
45.54 Hz, bottom: conical mode shape at 74.28 Hz.

selection and design. The diagram is called a critical speed map that shows the
support stiffness effect at the critical speeds. Figure 2.7 shows a critical speed
map. At low stiffness the first and second critical speed increases steadily and
settles. On the other hand, the third mode is not affected at low stiffness, but
with high support stiffness the critical speed is increased.
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Figure 2.7. Critical speeds as a function of support stiffness.
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Modeling of the support is a specific research topic and in the following sections a
ball bearing modeling and active magnetic bearings are introduced. The supports
affect the rotor’s dynamical behavior dramatically and for example in the case of
AMBs or journal bearings the supports enable operation above the first bending
mode, which is difficult to achieve with rolling element bearings.

2.4 Ball bearing modeling

Bearings have an important role in all rotating machinery systems. One of the
commonly used bearing types is a ball bearing. Modeling the dynamical behavior
of a ball bearing includes several simultaneous contacts between the bearing
components that make an accurate simulation of a ball bearing challenging and
computationally heavy. The modeling and simulation provide accurate information
of the dynamic performance of systems that contain ball bearings. However,
depending on the complexity of the model, the computation time varies. It is
possible to simulate ball bearings with excellent accuracy but in this case there is
a need for more input parameters, including ones that are not widely available.

The basic concept in ball bearings is that the balls rotate inside two steel rings
(races) and the balls are kept separate with a cage. The design varies depending
on the specific type of bearing but the basic concept is the same in every ball
bearing. Figure 2.8 describes the axial and transverse cross-section in the A-A
plane of a ball bearing.

A

A SECTION A-A

Ball

Inner ring

Outer ring

Cage

Lubricant: grease or oil

Shield

Figure 2.8. Cross-section in the A-A plane of a ball bearing.
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Ball bearing models have been available since 1960, when Jones [24] presented
a general theory for modeling an elastically constrained ball and a radial roller
bearing. The model considers five degrees of freedom in the inner ring and includes
the gyroscopic moments and centrifugal forces of the balls. The proposed model
was verified later by Harris [18], and Hamrock and Dowson [17] who generalized
the proposed theory. The proposed model did not include any geometrical
imperfections, which led to numerous studies considering the effects of different
kinds of defects in the bearing. There is also a general trend that the earlier
models considered fever degrees of freedom than the more recently proposed
models when studying the effects of imperfections to the dynamical behavior of
rotor bearing systems.

Tandon and Choudhury [49] presented a thorough review for detecting defects
in rolling element bearings. They classified bearing defects into two categories,
distributed and localized. The defects caused by manufacturing error, improper
installation or abrasive wear are called distributed defects; these include surface
roughness, waviness, misaligned races and off-size rolling elements. The defects
caused by fatigue are called localized defects; these include cracks, pits and spalls
on the rolling surfaces.

Aktürk et al. [2, 1] proposed a three-degree-of-freedom ball bearing model where
the effects of waviness, axial preload, and the number of balls were studied.

Jang and Jeong [19] proposed a five-degree-of-freedom model for a rigid rotor
that is supported by at least two bearings. The model is used to study the
waviness in races and balls. The results are verified by prior studies. Further,
Jang and Jeong [20] included the gyroscopic moment and the centrifugal force of
the balls in the model and studied the stiffness, contact force, displacement and
vibration frequencies behavior with different waviness orders in each bearing and
validated the results by prior researchers. Jang and Jeong [21] studied the effect
of different waviness orders in the model that contains a pair of bearings and also
the eccentricity of the center of mass of the rotor and bearing span center. Inertia
forces were found to have a major effect when determining the bearing vibration
frequencies.

Sopanen and Mikkola [46] presented a six-degrees-of-freedom ball bearing model
theory where the sixth degree of freedom is the friction torque around the rotational
axis. The model considers waviness in the inner and outer races as well as the
localized defects in the races. In the second part, Sopanen and Mikkola [47]
investigated the clearance variation on dynamical behavior, which was found to
have a major effect. The low-order waviness generates vibrations at the frequencies
at waviness orders multiplied with rotation speed. They also concluded that when
the waviness is near the number of balls, the vibrations occur near the ball passage
frequencies in the races. The localized defects were found to generate frequencies
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at the bearing defect frequency. The results were verified by the results available
in the literature. The model does not consider the centrifugal force and the
gyroscopic moment.

Changqing and Qinqyu [9] propose a model that has five degrees of freedom and
considers both centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment. They studied a rotor
bearing system under internal clearance, axial preload, radial load and waviness.
The first three were found to have a significant role in the system’s stability, and
the outer race waviness was found to have the most effect compared to the inner
race and ball waviness. Changqing et al. [4] improved the proposed model and
studied the axial preload effect on the ball bearing’s dynamical behavior. In the
study, it was concluded that the unstable periodic solution of a balanced rotor
can be avoided with a proper axial preload.

Recently, Nakhaeinejad and Bryant [36] proposed a model of rolling element
bearings by using a graphical vector bond method. The model consists of nine
balls and two rings. The model includes centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment,
contact elastic deflections and forces, contact slip, contact separation and defects
on races. The model was verified with a test machine and by using the available
solutions in the literature. However, the planar model does not consider the axial
preload and its effect on the stiffness of the bearing. Xu et al. [57] studied a slider-
crank mechanism where the revolute joint has been modeled as a ball bearing.
The balls are modeled as individual parts. In the study, the clearance effect and
the number of balls influencing the load that individual ball is having were studied.
Xu et al. concluded that by having more balls, the load per individual part is
decreased and the displacement is smaller compared to bearings that have fewer
balls.

In conclusion, the research done in developing ball bearing models can be
categorized into two main fields: the ones which consider dynamical forces due
to high rotation speed and the simplified ones that do not. The research done
earlier usually does not consider the dynamical forces, and the models developed
more recently do. It has been found that the ball bearing that is modeled using
five degrees of freedom can be used to simulate the dynamical behavior under
imperfections due manufacturing and installation accurately. Friction force can
be also added to the model, if the studied application has a special need for that,
(e.g., for studying the touchdown bearing behavior when magnetic bearings fail).
However, when considering several degrees of freedom and inertia forces, solving
the model becomes computationally heavy. Liew et al. [30] studied the effect of a
two and a five-degrees-of-freedom bearing model with inertia and without. In the
study, it was concluded that the five-degrees-of-freedom model with inertia forces
needs approximately ten times more time to solve than without the inertia forces.

The objective of the ball bearing modeling publications (I and II ) is to improve
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the six-degrees-of-freedom ball bearing proposed by Sopanen and Mikkola [46, 47]
by including the centrifugal force and the gyroscopic moment to the model.
Publication II ([28]) The model is applied to a single structure and in publication
I ([29]) it is applied to two additional structures with various sized bearings to
discover more general behavior. The results obtained using the bearing models
with and without ball inertia effects are compared and the justification for the
inclusion of the computationally expensive centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment
effects is discussed. Finally, the results are used to determine at what rotation
speed inertia forces can be neglected and at what speed they are necessary to
consider.

The two models implemented are divided into two categories. The first is referred
to as the simplified model that is based on the relative displacements and velocities
between the inner and outer races. Displacements and velocities can be calculated
by creating a geometrical relationship. Accordingly, the relationship between
the force-deflection can be expressed. The model has five degrees of freedom:
three translational and two rotational degrees of freedom. The model includes
non-linear Hertzian contact deformation. The geometry and material parameters
are given as input and the bearing forces and torques are solved. The simplified
model does not consider high-speed forces.

The second model is referred to as the refined model that is based on the force
equilibrium between the external applied load and the internal load within the
bearing. Rotation dependent forces, such as the centrifugal force and the gyroscopic
moment of the ball are included. In the equilibrium condition, the deformation of
the ball bearing is solved.

A set of justified simplifications are defined in the theory of bearing modeling. The
friction torque and the effect of the hydrodynamic film are neglected in order to
decrease model complexity without losing much of accuracy. The effects of those
additional parameters are assumed to have similar effects on both models. Also
the defects and form error of the bearing are not included and they are assumed
to be perfectly manufactured (i.e., the balls are round and races are circular). A
more detailed theory of the bearing modeling can be found from [46, 29].

Ball bearings are one of the commonly used bearing types in industry. However,
at high speeds the usage of ball bearings becomes more limited because the
friction between the balls and the races causes the bearing to heat. Secondly, the
characteristics of ball bearings include their high radial stiffness and low damping
which are problematic especially in flexible rotors. [54] Thirdly, ball bearings
require lubrication to work well. Lubrication needs to have lubrication system to
the bearings or the grease in the bearings has to be changed periodically. In the
next section another type of bearing, AMBs, are introduced.
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2.5 Active magnetic bearings

Active magnetic bearings (AMB) is a type of bearing that uses magnetic force
to levitate the rotor. The benefit compared to traditional rolling elements and
journal bearings is that there is no mechanical contact between the rotor and
stator. Due to the absence of contact there is no wear and lubrication is not
required. In addition, the magnetic force is actively controlled which allows the
control of the rotor’s dynamical performance which is challenging or even not
possible with other bearing topologies. The principle of an AMB supported rotor
is depicted in Figure 2.9. [8]
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Rotor
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amplifier

Figure 2.9. Active magnetic bearing working concept.

Due the nature of magnetic bearings they can only pull and for that reason the
system is unstable without control and requires two opposite electromagnets to
control the rotor movement in a single axis. The simplest practical control that
would stabilize the system is a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller,
which is also the most commonly used in the industry. [8]

The working principle for a single plane is that a sensor measures the rotor position.
The measured position is compared to a reference position, which is for example
the center of the bearing. The difference of the position is fed to a microprocessor.
The microprocessor derives the control signal from the sensor information. The
control signal is fed to a power amplifier that transforms the signal into current.
The current is fed to the actuator coils resulting in a magnetic force pulling the
rotor. When there is a sensor in at least two planes the rotor can be kept in the
reference position. [8]
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The magnetic bearing system can be considered to be similar to a simple mass-
spring-damper system. In the mass-spring-damper system the mass, spring
constant and damping coefficient describes the system behavior. In magnetic
bearings the linearized force-displacement coefficient, kx, that is also called position
stiffness, is in a N/m unit. Also the force-current coefficient, ki, which is also
called to current stiffness, is in a N/A unit. To obtain these coefficients, an
example of force by a pair of opposed symmetric electromagnets in single axis is
shown. Figure 2.10 depicts the layout of the system.
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Figure 2.10. AMB system with opposed electromagnets.

The total force that can be achieved in a x-axis, Fx,tot, for the system shown in
Figure 2.10 be calculated as

Fx,tot = Fx2 − Fx1 = Ag
µ0

(B2
x2 −B2

x1) (2.18)

= Ag
µ0

(
µ2

0N
2i2x2 cosφ

4(g − x)2 − µ2
0N

2i2x1 cosφ
4(g + x)2

)
(2.19)

= Agµ0N
2 cosφ

4

(
i2x2

(g − x)2 −
i2x1

(g + x)2

)
, (2.20)

where Fx1 is the magnetic force to positive x-axis and Fx2 is the magnetic force to
negative axis, Ag is the air gap area, µ0 is vacuum permeability, B is the magnetic
flux density, N is the number of coil turns, φ is the angle between the magnet
poles, ix1 and ix2 are the currents for the opposite magnet poles, g is the nominal
air gap and x is the rotor position in the x-axis.
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The force produced by magnetic bearing (eq. 2.20) is nonlinear in respect to the
air gap and the current. Assuming that the movement is small, the air gap can be
linearized. The current can be linearized by introducing a constant bias current,
ib, which together with controller current ic forms the total current (ix1 = ib − ic,
ix2 = ib + ic). The sign on the control current depends which direction the rotor
is moved.

The equation 2.18 can be expressed in linearized form as

Fx,tot = kxx+ kii, (2.21)

where equation 2.20 is linearized in respect to current and air gap. This leads to
current stiffness, ki, and position stiffness kx to be as

ki = ∂Fx,tot
∂ic

∣∣∣∣
x=x0,ic=ic0

= µ0N
2Agib cosφ
g2 (2.22)

kx = ∂Fx,tot
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=x0,ic=ic0

= µ0N
2Agi

2
b cosφ

g3 . (2.23)

Magnetic bearings are applied to high demand applications, especially where
oil-free operation is mandatory. These are, for example, underwater pumps or gas
compression. Design of magnetic bearings often require model based simulation,
where the studied structure is modeled in a way that the dynamics of the system
and the auxillary components are included. This allows the use of advanced
controllers. The method described in section 2.3 can be applied to create the
model. The model can be used to design a controller for the system. In order
to model the system properly deep understanding of the application is required.
In publication V a compressor model is build and one performance measure is
optimized.
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Chapter 3
Summary of the findings

Simulation enables the finding of more complete and reliable designs than the
conventional design tools would. In this dissertation simulation tools are used to
find the limits and exceed the limits of conventional design. These are achieved
through benchmarking two different complexity ball bearing models. The limits
for the simulation models are found and the main findings are shown in this section.
Exceeding the limits is achieved by simulating a compressor application where
the load carrying capacity at the impeller location is improved at low frequencies.

This chapter is divided into three main sections. The first section shows an
example of finding the boundaries in modeling and proposes when more detailed
model is required. The second section describes the design process of a HS machine.
The third section shows an example of exceeding the limits where through the
use of an advanced controller the machine load capacity (i.e. how much load can
be applied to the impeller at various frequencies before either the maximum load
capacity of the AMB or allowable clearance is exceeded) was able to be improved.
This research shows that the limits of current machines can be exceeded by the
utilization simulation as a tool in the design process.

3.1 Bearing simulation

In publications I and II, two ball bearing models were compared against each
other and the limits for the bearing models were identified for three different
sized bearings. This publication shows that the limits can be identified through
simulations. As result, in further simulation the model complexity can be
considered to depend on the case.

Through the two ball bearing models the bearing stiffness coefficients were com-
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pared. The model where rotation speed dependent variables that are centrifugal
force and gyroscopic moment are neglected is referred to as the simplified model.
The second model where speed dependent variables are included is referred to as
the improved model. In publications I and II it is determined at which speeds
the improved model predicts the bearing behavior more accurately. Motivation
for the determination of the limits for bearing models arise from computational
burden. The use of the improved model takes approximately ten times longer to
obtain a solution compared to the simplified model.
First, in the study the ball bearing stiffness coefficients were calculated and
compared. In addition to this a critical speed map where the support stiffness
is varied from 107 N/m to 1010 N/m was examined. In the critical speed map
the bearing stiffness is included and this shows the ball bearing models stiffness
variation in relation to the critical speeds. It should be noted that the critical
speed map depends highly on the rotor geometry being studied. In the end a
Campbell diagram was studied for both of the bearing models and the difference
could be observed. In this section one case, which is referred in publications I and
II as “turbo blower” is shown together with the results for the machine.
In Figure 3.1 the bearing stiffness coefficients are shown. In the top the stiffness
coefficients in the axial direction are shown and in the bottom for radial directions
in a function of rotation speed. In the stiffness calculation, a speed of 16000 rpm
was the maximum calculated value due it being the maximum value that the
manufacturer suggest to be used for this specific bearing.
It can be seen that the stiffness values at zero rotation speed are equal, and that
above 2000 rpm stiffness begins to diverge because in the improved model the
centrifugal force and gyroscopic moments are affecting the balls. In the maximum
evaluated speed the axial stiffness is decreased by a total of 18.0%, in the radial
direction (y) by 27.0% and in z-direction, where the rotor load is applied, by
30.0% from the initial stiffness coefficients.
Second, in the critical speed map, the effect of the support stiffness on the critical
speeds are shown. From this, it can be seen how increasing the bearing stiffness
coefficient affects the critical speeds. At a low stiffness, the support stiffness
primarily defines the critical speeds. Once the support stiffness increases enough,
the critical speeds reach a constant value (i.e. increasing the bearing stiffness has
no effect on the critical speed). Above this point, the rotor flexibility is defining
the critical speeds.
Figure 3.2 shows the critical speed map where the radial bearing stiffness vary. In
this figure the axial stiffness coefficient is zero. The critical speed map is plotted
on the zero rotation speed for an unconstrained system. The first three modes
are shown for the system where the two first are rigid body modes and the third
is the first flexible mode.
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Figure 3.1. Bearing stiffnesses in the axial and radial directions as a function of rotation
speed in turbo blower (0–16000 rpm).
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The first two modes have an inclining section when the bearing stiffness increases
above 2.0 · 108 N/m. Below this value, bearing stiffness mainly determines the
critical speeds of the rotor system. Correspondingly, for bearing stiffnesses higher
than 2.0 · 108 N/m, the flexibility of the rotor has a more significant influence
on the critical speeds. In this case, the variation of bearing stiffness will have an
effect on the third mode but not on the first two modes.
In the Campbell diagram, the natural frequencies of the rotor-bearing systems
are shown as a function of rotation speed. The critical speeds are found from
the diagram. The Campbell diagrams with both ball bearing models is shown in
Figure 3.3.
It can be seen in Figure 3.3 that the Campbell diagrams are identical up to 6000
rpm rotation speeds and as the rotation speed increases, the whirling frequencies
start to differ. The first two critical speeds occur approximately at the same
rotation speed in both bearing models. The third and fourth critical speeds occur
in the improved bearing model at a lower rotation speed than in the simplified
bearing model. The first critical speed is a backward whirling mode, the second
is also a backward whirling mode, the third is a forward whirling mode and the
fourth is a backward whirling mode (see Figure 3.3). A comparison of the critical
speeds in the two bearing models is shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Turbo blower critical rotation speed from the Campbell diagram (Figure 3.3).

# Critical speed (rpm)
Simplified model Improved model Difference [%]

1 8378 8372 0.07
2 8836 8816 0.23
3 13977 12861 8.68
4 14160 13065 8.38

The first two critical speeds occur close to each other and there is no clear difference
between the models used to study this case. A clear difference can be seen at the
third and fourth critical speeds. The critical speeds in the case of a high-speed
ball bearing model are over 8% lower than with the simplified bearing model.
The obtained results are in agreement with the critical speed map (Figure 3.2)
where the first and second critical speeds are not affected by the different bearing
stiffnesses as the third and fourth critical are.
Similar analyses were done for two other structures and a summary based on all
of the studied cases in publications I and II is as follows:
In all the cases the bearing stiffness is constant until a specific rotation speed,
which depends on the bearing size and then decreases with the improved model
as the centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment affect the balls. Based on the
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Figure 3.3. Campbell diagrams of the turbo blower: a) simplified bearing model and b)
improved bearing model.

studied cases, the range where the stiffness is constant shows a linear relationship
with the bore diameter. The relationship shows that the smaller the bearing, the
higher percentage from the maximum rotation speed the bearing can be rotated
before the stiffness decreases due to the centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment
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affecting the balls.
In the next section, the design process of a high-speed electrical machine is
shown. The design process is the basis for the high-speed electrical machine design
process. Parallel to the design process simulation tools can be used to enable a
more complete and reliable design.

3.2 Design process

Publications III [51] and IV [52] consider the limitations of high-speed electrical
machines and propose a multidisciplinary design process for a PMSM consisting
of six stator slots and two poles as well as a diametrically magnetized permanent
magnet and a tooth-coil wound stator in high-speed applications. Even though
the proposed design procedure is intended for the aforementioned PMSM type, it
can be applied, with slight modifications, to other electrical machine types.
The design process of a HS machine involves several steps prior to construction of
the first prototype. Figure 3.4 shows a general design flow chart for a HSPMSM.
The design process is divided into nine steps. These steps are tasks for engineers
and all have input and output design variables. Each of the steps should yield
results that satisfy the design requirements (Step 1). The flow chart has six
decision points where the fulfilment of the requirements list is verified. If the
requirements are not met, then a new iteration round is required. Each step
creates additional information and introduces further requirements, e.g., in Step 2
a maximum shaft diameter can be evaluated from the initial requirements. If all
the requirements are fulfilled, the process can proceed to the next step; otherwise
the design should be changed until satisfactory results are achieved. In Figure
3.4 the proposed actions to satisfy the additional requirements are shown on the
right side. When all of the steps are completed and the design requirements are
fulfilled, the first prototype can be built. A detailed explanation for each step can
be found in publication III.
The design process of an electrical machine is thus a highly iterative process and,
for that reason, many concepts need to be analyzed before the final solution is
found. The required calculations can first be done with analytical electromagnetic,
thermal and structural analyses in order to constrain the dimensions. The
constrained dimensions can then be used as a starting point in subsequent steps.
FEM analysis can be used in the verification or to study the structure in more
detail.
The proposed design process is specially developed and tested for a HSPMSM
having 6 slots and 2 poles. The decision to consider a specific type of machine
was made in order to limit the machine topology design variations, to simplify
the initial design stage and to concentrate on the special features of the proposed
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Figure 3.4. Design flow chart for a high-speed permanent magnet synchronous machine.
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machine topology. In this type of machine the electromagnetic forces do not cause
major effect due symmetrical stator structure and the utilization of permanent
magnet that leads to longer air gap length compared to induction machines. [22]

An example of the utilization of simulation in the flow charts in step 4 is
shown. In step 4 the initial rotordynamics analysis is done. An example is
shown for two different rotors where one is short and one approximately twice
longer. The developed prototypes shown in [51] utilize tooth-coil windings (TCW)
configurations which do not require much space and enables a short rotor. Another
winding option that could be utilize is distributed windings (DW). However, that
would lead to the rotor being longer due to the fact that DW protrusion length in
2-pole machines requires more space to accommodate inside the electrical machine.
Figure 3.5 depicts a critical speed map for a short rotor that uses TCW and a long
rotor that uses DW. The solid lines refer to the TCW structure and the dashed
lines to the structure in which DW are utilized. The vertical lines represent typical
bearing stiffnesses with different bearing topologies. Magnetic bearings have an
approximate stiffness value of 1 · 106 N/m, journal bearings 5 · 107 N/m, and ball
bearings 1 · 108 N/m. The bearing stiffness margin in Figure 3.5 is ± 10% and the
given values are in the radial direction. In the end, the longer rotor represents
the case where the end windings require more space than assumed in the initial
analysis. Practically, the longer the rotor the lower the critical speeds. A rotor
that requires high critical speeds has to be short. A short design also leads to a
smaller and lighter machine, which is usually a desired feature.

As a conclusion, Figure 3.5 shows that increasing the length of the rotor leads to
lower critical speeds. For example, with ball bearings the achievable stiffnesses
are in range of 1 · 108 N/m. With TC windings, the first critical speed is 70000
rpm, the second 72 000 rpm and the third 145000 rpm. If the active part length
is increased by 50% because of the distributed windings, the first critical speed
drops to 35000 rpm, the second to 71000 rpm, and the third to 100000 rpm. In
this case, the first and the third critical speeds have the biggest change when
the length is increased as the second critical speed is almost the same with both
models. By extension of the length of the active part, the first critical speed is
reduced to half of that of the original structure. For undercritical operation with
a 20% safety margin the machine with TC windings could be driven at the rated
speed of 56000 rpm and the machine with DW at the rated speed of 28000 rpm.

In the next section a HS machine simulation model was developed that is utilized
in a chiller compressor application. The aim is to improve performance at low
frequencies. In order to improve the performance a full model of a chiller was
developed and a control algorithm was designed.
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3.3 Compressor machine load capacity at low frequencies

In publication V dynamic machine load capacity at the impeller location in the
radial direction in a chiller compressor application was studied. It is a measure of
how much load can be applied to the impeller at various frequencies before either
the maximum load capacity of the AMB or the allowable clearance is exceeded.
This measure will be referred to as the machine load capacity.

The maximum machine load capacity at the impeller location as a function of
frequency is compared with the five different control designs. Four controllers
are PID controllers i.e. first and second order centralized PID controllers as well
as first and second order decentralized controllers. The fifth controller is a full
MIMO (H∞) controller.

The maximum machine load capacity at the impeller location as a function of
frequency is compared with the five different control designs. First, the machine
load capacity for the system controlled with a second order decentralized PID
controller is shown along with the defined performance measures. Figure 3.6
depicts the over all machine load capacity limit as well as the allowable load at
the impeller (w1) without exceeding the individual performance limits which are
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bearing maximum force and clearance (z̄1..4). z̄1 and z̄2 are the maximum bearing
forces, where the first is located closer to the impeller. Similarly z̄3 and z̄4 are the
clearances at the bearing location, where the first is located closer to the bearing.
Figure 3.6 depicts the performance measurements over low frequencies. It can be
seen that the machine load capacity is simply a piecewise continuous combination
of the minimum individual performance measures at each frequency. Details of
the calculations can be found in publication V.
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Figure 3.6. Machine load capacity limit for each performance measurement.

Second, the machine load capacities with the other four controllers and the limiting
performance are studied. In Figure 3.7, the machine load capacity with the first
and second order decentralized and centralized PIDs, H∞ controller and limiting
performance for the studied case are shown. Limiting performance is defined to
be the maximum machine load capacity for the chosen case study, that can be
theoretically achieved (see details in publication V ). It can be seen that the PID
controllers have low performance compared to the higher order H∞ controller.
This is due the fact that the higher order controller can be specifically tuned over
a specific frequency range where as PID controllers have limited options over a
specific frequency range.

Third, the machine load capacity calculation is repeated for the 40% longer
bearings. Figure 3.8 depicts the machine load capacity with the original bearing
with H∞ control as well as the 40% longer bearing performance results.
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Figure 3.7. Machine load capacity at the impeller location.
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Figure 3.8. Machine load capacity at the impeller location with 40% longer bearings
and with the original bearing machine load capacity with H∞ controller.

The machine load capacity at the impeller location in a single-stage centrifugal
compressor supported with AMB’s is studied. Two models were developed and
five control designs were developed and analyzed for each model. The following
conclusions can be made:

• Lack of machine load capacity over the surge/stall (0–100 Hz) frequency
range is not fundamental to the technology but may be an artifact of the
specific choice to use PID controllers.

• Improved surge/stall performance may often be accomplished without costly
hardware replacement and only requires software modifications.

• Improving magnetic actuator capacity may often not be the most effective
way to increase machine load capacity in the surge/stall regime
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Chapter 4
Conclusions

In this dissertation, specific aspects of designing rotating electrical machinery
were discussed. Special attention was paid on the multidisciplinary design process,
bearing simulation and improving magnetic bearing supported system performance
by coupled simulations at low frequencies.

In the bearing analysis, two different ball bearing models were implemented in
three varied sized rotors that were supported with identical bearings and the
model performance was compared. Rotation speeds were determined for these
rotors regarding up to which rotation speed the simplified model would predict
the behavior accurately.

The bearing stiffness is constant with the simplified model due the fact that it
does not consider any speed dependent variables. This model predicts well if
the inertia effects are small. Inertia effects are small at low or medium rotation
speeds.

The complex model has inertia effects, i.e., centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment
are included. This model requires up to ten times more computationally burden
due speed dependent variables. However, this model predicts the behavior more
accurately in high speeds. The inclusion of inertia effects causes the importance
of stiffness to decrease as these forces are significant.

The design process of high speed machines is multidisciplinary and highly iterative
due to the complex interaction of the many design variables involved. Consequently
no single optimum solution exists and multiple possible solutions can meet the
requirements.

In the design process study a multidisciplinary systematic design process for high
speed permanent magnet synchronous machines is introduced. A flow chart is
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presented and the process is applied to two machines. Following the proposed
design flow chart, the design of these machines is systematic and leads to a
faster design times due to less iterations and mistakes. In the design process
the electromagnetics, mechanical stresses, rotordynamics, thermal analysis and
manufacturing and assembly are highlighted. The design process considers the
requirements for the machine and proceeds step-by-step in a way that the previous
step must be satisfactory in order to proceed to next step.
In the AMB study, it was shown that it is possible to study and improve
system performance with coupled simulation models. This enables finding novel
solutions without building a prototype. In the study a compressor application
was modeled and simulations were made in order to improve load capacity in
radial direction in a compressor application at low frequencies. It was found that
with an advanced controlled magnetic bearing supported compressor the rotor
can withstand significantly more load at the impeller location at low frequencies.
In the electrical machine design process the use of standard tools of electrical
machine design and the absence of simulation parallel to the design process
prevents the development of better rotating electrical machines.
It was shown that the simulation tools enable finding the limits of systems which
is shown by an example of two ball bearing models. Second, simulation tools
can help to exceed the limits of systems, which is shown by the AMB supported
compressor used to maximize the load capacity in the impeller location through a
different control algorithm.

4.1 Suggestions for the future work

The close interaction with simulation in the design process has shown promising
results. It allows to benchmark performance already in the design phase. Also,
simulation can be used as well as to optimize machines that are already build.
In the bearing simulation study the used bearing model could be applied to other
rotor structures and it could have been possible to perform an experiment with
a physical rotor. This would enable to have a more general rule on when it is
required to use the complex model to estimate system performance accurately.
Also other types of rolling element bearings exist and in those a similar study
could be performed to understand in more detail when it is necessary include
centrifugal and gyroscopic moments to the model.
In the design process, the proposed design methodology could be refined so that it
can adapt to other HS electrical machine topologies. For engineers implementing
this design process to a single software would lead to a faster design time.
In the AMB study, it was found that an advanced controller could give significant
performance improvements in a compressor application. To continue this work,
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implementing the designed controller to an actual machine would be the next step.
The study could be extended to other applications where in low frequencies high
machine load capacity is required.
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Bearing performance significantly affects the dynamic behaviors and estimated working life of a
rotating system. A common bearing type is the ball bearing, which has been under investigation
in numerous published studies. The complexity of the ball bearing models described in the liter-
ature varies. Naturally, model complexity is related to computational burden. In particular, the in-
clusion of centrifugal forces and gyroscopicmoments significantly increases the systemdegrees of
freedom and lengthens solution time. On the other hand, for low or moderate rotating speeds,
these effects can be neglected without significant loss of accuracy. The objective of this paper is
to present guidelines for the appropriate selection of a suitable bearing model for three case stud-
ies. To this end, two ball bearingmodels were implemented. One considers high-speed forces, and
the other neglects them. Both models were used to study three structures, and the simulation
results were compared. The bearing behavior is studied at different shaft rotation speeds and
the simulation results are used to determinewhen themodel containing the centrifugal and gyro-
scopic forces should be used.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords:
Ball bearing
Centrifugal forces
Dynamical analysis
Gyroscopic moment
Inertia effect

1. Introduction

Bearings have an important role in every rotating machinery systems. One of the commonly used bearing types is a ball bearing,
which is under investigation in this paper. Modeling the dynamical behavior of a ball bearing includes several simultaneous contacts
between the bearing components that make the accurate simulation of a ball bearing challenging and computationally heavy. The
modeling and simulation provide accurate information of the dynamic performance of systems that contain ball bearings. However,
depending on the complexity of themodel, the computation time varies. It is possible to simulate ball bearingswith excellent accuracy
but then there is a need for more input parameters, including those that are not widely available.

The basic concept in ball bearings is that the balls rotate inside two steel rings (races) and the balls are kept separate with a cage.
The design varies depending on the specific type of bearing but the basic concept is the same in every ball bearing.

Jones [1] presented a general theory formodeling an elastically constrained ball and radial roller bearing. Themodel considers five
degrees of freedom of the inner ring and includes gyroscopic moments and centrifugal forces of the balls. The proposed model was
verified later by Harris and Kotzalas [2] and Hamrock and Dowson [3] who generalized the proposed theory. The proposed model
did not include any geometrical imperfections, which led to numerous studies considering the effects of different kinds of defects
in the bearing. There is also a general trend that the earlier models considered fewer degrees of freedom thanmore recently proposed
models when studying the effects of imperfections to the dynamical behavior of rotor-bearing systems.

Tandon and Choudhury [4] presented a thorough review for detecting defects in rolling element bearings. They classified bearing
defects into two categories, distributed and localized. The defects caused by manufacturing error, improper installation or abrasive
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Nomenclature

Latin
cd diametral clearance
d ball diameter
dm pitch diameter
ds bore diameter
dm′ pitch diameter under loading
D diameter
e eccentricity
E′ effective modulus of elasticity
E modulus of elasticity
f conformity ratio
F force
Ip polar moment of inertia
j number of ball
Kcon contact stiffness coefficienteke approximated ellipticity parameter
L distance (Fig. 6)
m mass of the ball
n number of balls
Mg gyroscopic moment
r Radius
R curvature sum
Rd curvature difference
Rx effective radii of curvature in x-plane
Ry effective radii of curvature in y-plane
T moment

Greek
α contact angle (improved model)
β attitude angle (azimuth angle) (simplified model)
γ misalignment
δ deformationeζ second ellipticity integral
θ angle between the shaft centerline and ball rotational axiseξ first ellipticity integral
λ race control
v Poisson's ratio
ϕ contact angle (simplified model)
ψ angular location (improved model)
ω rotation speed

Subscripts
ay solid a, y-direction
ax solid a, x-direction
B ball
by solid b, y-direction
bx solid b, x-direction
c centrifugal
f initial contact angle
h housing
i/in inner race
j jth ball
o/out outer race
s shaft
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wear are called distributed defects; those include surface roughness, waviness, misaligned races and off-size rolling elements. The
defects caused by fatigue are called localized defects; those include cracks, pits and spalls on the rolling surfaces.

Aktürk et al. [5,6] proposed a three-degree-of-freedom ball bearing model where the effects of waviness, axial preload, and the
number of balls were studied.

Jang and Jeong [7] proposed a five-degree-of-freedom model for a rigid rotor that is supported at least with two bearings. The
model is used to study the waviness in races and balls. The results are verified with prior researchers. Further, Jang and Jeong [8]
included the gyroscopic moment and centrifugal force of the balls in the model and studied the stiffness, contact force, displacement
and vibration frequencies behaviorwith differentwaviness order in each bearing and validated the resultswith prior researchers. Jang
and Jeong [9] studied the effect of differentwaviness order in themodel that contains a pair of bearings and also the eccentricity of the
center ofmass of the rotor and bearing span center. The inertia forceswere found to have amajor effectwhen determining the bearing
vibration frequencies.

Sopanen andMikkola [10] presented a six-degree-of-freedom ball bearingmodel theory where the sixth degree of freedom is the
friction torque around the rotational axis. Themodel considers waviness in the inner and outer races aswell as the localized defects in
the races. In the second part, Sopanen and Mikkola [11] investigated the clearance variation in the dynamical behavior, which
was found to have a major effect. The low-order waviness generates vibrations at the frequencies at waviness order multiplied
with rotation speed. They also concluded that when the waviness is near the number of balls, the vibrations occur near the ball pas-
sage frequencies in the races. The localized defects were found to generate frequencies at the bearing defect frequency. The results
were verified with the results available in the literature. The model does not consider the centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment.

Changqing and Qinqyu [12] propose a model that has five degrees of freedom and considers both centrifugal force and gyroscopic
moment. They studied a rotor bearing system under internal clearance, axial preload, radial load and waviness. The first three were
found to have a significant role in systems stability, and the outer race waviness was found to have the most effect compared to
inner race and ball waviness. Bai et al. [13] improved the proposedmodel and studied the axial preload effect on the ball bearings dy-
namical behavior. In the study, it was concluded that the unstable periodic solution of a balanced rotor can be avoidedwith the proper
axial preload.

Recently, Nakhaeinejad and Bryant [14] proposed amodel of rolling element bearings by using graphical vector bondmethod. The
model consists of nine balls and two rings. The model includes centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment, contact elastic deflections
and forces, contact slip, contact separation and defects on races. Themodel was verifiedwith a testmachine and by using the available
solutions in the literature. However, the planarmodel does not consider the axial preload and its effect on the stiffness of the bearing.
Xu et al. [15] studied a crankshaft mechanism where the revolute joint has been modeled as a ball bearing. The balls are modeled as
individual parts. In the research, the clearance effect and number of balls influencing the load that an individual ball is having are stud-
ied. Xu et al. concluded that by havingmore balls, the load per individual part is decreased and the displacement is smaller compared
to bearings that have fewer balls.

In conclusion, the research done in developing the ball bearing model can be categorized into two main fields: the ones which
consider dynamical forces due to high rotation speed and the simplified ones that do not. The research done earlier usually does
not consider the dynamical forces and the models developed more recently do. It is found that the ball bearing that is modeled
using five degrees of freedom can be used to simulate the dynamical behavior under imperfections (due tomanufacturing and instal-
lation) accurately. Friction force can also be added to themodel, if the studied application has a special need for that (e.g., studying the
touchdown bearing behaviorwhenmagnetic bearings fail). However,when considering several degrees of freedomand inertia forces,
solving the model becomes computationally heavy to solve. Liew et al. [16] studied the effect of a two- and a five-degree-of-freedom
bearing model with inertia and without. In the study, it was concluded that the five-degree-of-freedom model with inertia forces
needs 10 times more time to solve than without the inertia forces.

The objective of this research is to improve the six-degree-of-freedom ball bearing proposed by Sopanen and Mikkola [10,11] by
including the centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment to the model. As suggested by Kurvinen et al. [17] the models should be im-
plemented into different structures with various sized bearings to discover more general behavior. The proposed models are utilized
in the simulation of rotor dynamics in the simulation of three industrial applications, a high-speed electric motor (turbo blower), a
high-speed machine and a high-speed generator. The applications are suited with a pair of different sized bearings: 70 mm, 55 mm

x axis x-direction
y axis y-direction
z axis z-direction

Superscripts
in inner
out outer
r radial
t axial
tot total
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and 25 mm, respectively. The results obtained using the bearing models with and without ball inertia effects are compared and the
justification for the inclusion of computationally expensive centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment effects is discussed. Finally,
the results are used to determine at what rotation speed inertia forces can be neglected and at what speed they are necessary to
consider.

2. Methods

The simplified model is based on the relative displacements and velocities between the inner and outer races. Displacements and
velocities can be calculated by creating a geometrical relationship. Accordingly, the relationship between the force and deflection can
be expressed. The model has five degrees of freedom: three translational and two rotational degrees of freedom. The model includes
non-linear Hertzian contact deformation. The geometry andmaterial parameters are given as input and thebearing forces and torques
are solved. The simplified model does not consider high-speed forces.

The refined model is based on the force equilibrium between the external applied load and the internal load within the bearing.
Rotation dependent forces, such as centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment of the ball are included. In the equilibrium condition,
the deformation of the ball bearing is solved.

The ball bearing contains several parts including the cage that holds the balls in a fixed distance from the inner and outer races. The
races connect the bearing to the shaft and housing. Each part should be considered in detail when creating an accurate mathematical
model. However, the model should be computationally efficient and therefore the following general assumptions are made to
decrease the degrees of freedom in the models:

1. Friction torque is neglected.
2. The effect of elastohydrodynamic film is neglected.
3. The defects and form error of the unit are neglected.

The friction torque and the effects of the hydrodynamic film are neglected in order to decrease model complexity. The effects of
those additional parameters are assumed to have similar effects on bothmodels. The defects and form error of the bearing are not in-
cluded and they are assumed to be perfectly manufactured (i.e., the balls are round and races are circular.)

2.1. Ball bearing dynamic model without centrifugal and gyroscopic forces

The theory of modeling the deep-groove ball bearing is presented in detail in [10]. The modeling theory is briefly reviewed in this
paper in order to provide a complete presentation. In this study, the ball bearing model without centrifugal and gyroscopic forces is
called the “simplified model”.

2.1.1. Elliptical contact conjunction
The elliptical contact conjunction is used to determine the contact stiffness between the ball and races. In ball bearings, the ball and

race are two solids that have different radii of curvature in two directions. Fig. 1 shows the contact geometry and the normal force, F,
applied to two solids. The radius of contact conjunction is defined to be positive when the surface is convex and negative when
concave.
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Fig. 1. Elliptical contact conjunctions.
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The curvature sum, R, and curvature difference, Rd, that are used to define the contact deformation are calculated as

1
R
¼ 1

Rx
þ 1
Ry

Rd ¼ R
1
Rx

− 1
Ry

 !
;

where
1
Rx

¼ 1
rax

þ 1
rbx

;
1
Ry

¼ 1
ray

þ 1
rby

ð1Þ

where Rx and Ry represent the effective radii of curvature in the x and y planes. Subscripts ax, ay, bx and by refer to the radii in solids a
and b in x- and y-directions, respectively.When the normal force is applied to the solids, the contact area is elliptical. The contact stiff-
ness coefficient, Kcon, for the elliptical contact conjunction can be calculated as

Kcon ¼ πekeE0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Reξ

4:5eζ3

vuut ;

where

eke ¼ 1:0339
Ry

Rx

� �0:6360

;

E0 ¼ 2

1−ν2
a

Ea
þ 1−ν2

b

Eb

;

eξ ¼ 1:003þ 0:5968
Ry

Rx

� �
;

eζ ¼ 1:5277þ 0:6023ln
Ry

Rx

� �
:

ð2Þ

where eke is the approximated ellipticity parameter, E′ is the effective modulus of elasticity, v is the Poisson's ratio, E is the material
modulus of elasticity and subscripts a and b refer to solids that are in contact. Parameters eξ and eζ are the approximation formulae
for the first and second elliptical integrals [3].

2.1.2. Ball bearing geometry, total stiffness coefficient and displacements
The geometry of a deep groove ball bearing is shown in Fig. 2, where d is the ball diameter, rout is the outer groove radius, rin is the

inner groove radius, cd is the diametral clearance,Dh is the bearing housing diameter, dm is the pitch diameter, ds is the bore diameter,
Di is the inner raceway diameter, and Do is the outer raceway diameter, respectively.

The relation between contact stiffness and deformation, δ0, for a single ball is expressed as [3]

δ0 ¼ F
Kcon

� �2=3
; ð3Þ

Fig. 2. Main dimensions of a ball bearing.
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where F is the normal load. The total stiffness of a single ball bearing involves the inner, Kcon
in , and the outer ring, Kcon

out, contact stiffness
and that is expressed as [3]

Ktot
con ¼ 1

1
K in
con

� �2=3 þ 1
Kout
con

� �2=3� �3=2 : ð4Þ

2.1.3. Ball bearing forces and moments in the complete ball bearing
Ball bearing forces andmoments are calculated from the relative displacements between the rings. Fig. 3 shows the layout for each

ball and the relative displacements between the inner and outer rings.
Radial, ejr, and axial, ejt, displacements in ball j can be stated as

erj ¼ ex cosβ j þ ey sinβ j

etj ¼ ez− −γx sinβ j þ γy cosβ j

� �
Rin þ rinð Þ ð5Þ

where ex, ey, and ez are the given relative displacements in x, y, and z directions,βj is the attitude angle (azimuth angle) of ball j andγx and
γy are the angularmisalignments of the inner race about x and y axes. The attitude angle can be calculated for the jth ball as follows

β j ¼
2π j−1ð Þ

n
; ð6Þ

where n is the number of balls in the bearing [3]. The contact angle for ball j, ϕj, is depicted in Fig. 4.
The contact angle, ϕj, for ball j can be calculated as

ϕ j ¼ tan−1 etj
Rin þ rin þ erj−Rout þ rout

 !
: ð7Þ

The distance between the race surfaces along the line of contact, dj, is then calculated as

d j ¼ rout þ rin−
Rin þ rin þ erj−Rout þ rout

cosϕ j
: ð8Þ

The total elastic deformation can then be calculated as

δtotj ¼ 2rB−d j: ð9Þ

Fig. 3. Axial and transverse cross-section in the A–A plane of illustrative structure of a ball bearing.
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The contact force acting on ball j can be calculated for each ball as

F j ¼ Ktot
con δtotj

� �3=2
; ð10Þ

where K con
tot is the total stiffness coefficient determined by Eq. (4) [3]. The resultant bearing forces and moments in the shaft can be

calculated in respect to the x, y and z directions as

Fx ¼ −
Xn
j¼1

F j cosϕ j cosβ j

Fy ¼ −
Xn
j¼1

F j cosϕ j sinβ j

Fz ¼ −
Xn
j¼1

F j sinϕ j

Tx ¼ −
Xn
j¼1

F j Rin þ rð Þ sinϕ j sinβ j

Ty ¼ −
Xn
j¼1

F j Rin þ rð Þ sinϕ j − cosβ j

� �

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

: ð11Þ

Fig. 5. Forces and moments acting on the ball on high-speed operation.

Fig. 4. Cross-section of a ball bearing in the A–A plane.
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It should be noted that in summations in Eq. (10) only the force componentswhere compression exists between the races and ball
are included (i.e., δjtot N 0).

2.2. Ball bearing dynamic model with centrifugal and gyroscopic forces

In high-speed operations, the contact angles in the inner and outer race contacts are no longer identical. Thiswill have a noticeable
effect on the ball bearings' dynamic behavior in high-speed. In this study, the ball bearing model with centrifugal and gyroscopic
forces is called the “improved model”. Fig. 5 shows the forces and contact angles within a single ball and the position of the jth ball
in the bearing. The ball is subjected to the centrifugal force, Fc, and the contact forces on the inner and outer races, Fi and Fo. In addition,
a gyroscopic moment,Mg, and counter friction forces are affecting the ball deformation. The force equilibrium for a single ball can be
calculated when the contact angles are known in the inner and outer races αi and αo, respectively. Notation λ represent the race con-
trol and it has a value of 0 when inner-race control is valid or 1 when outer-race control is valid.

In the case of a substantial centrifugal force, the contact angles in the inner and outer race contacts are different. Pitch diameter
under loading, dm′ , can be expressed as a function of nominal pitch diameter dm, L4 distance (Fig. 6), ball diameter d, outer race con-
formity ratio, fo, and initial contact angle, αf, and calculated as

d0m ¼ dm þ 2L4−2d f o−0:5ð Þ cosα f : ð12Þ

The initial contact angle can be calculated from the diametral clearance, cd, ball diameter, d, and outer and inner conformity ratios,
fo and fi, as

α f ¼ cos−1 1− cd
2d f o þ f i−1ð Þ

� �
: ð13Þ

Fig. 6. Deflection of the center of ball and curvature races at angular location ψ [3].
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The angle between ball rotational axis and bearing centerline, θ, can be calculated as

θ ¼ tan−1 d0m sinαo=i

d0m cosαo=i � d

 !
ð14Þ

for the outer-race control the contact angle αo is used and in the nominator the diameter is added and for the inner-race control con-
tact angle αi is used and in the nominator the diameter is subtracted [3].

Fig. 6 shows the initial and final (loaded) positions of the ball and inner race curvature center.
Based on Fig. 6 the following geometric relation for each ball can be expressed using the Pythagorean theorem as

L24 þ L23− f o−0:5ð Þdþ δo½ �2 ¼ 0
L2−L4ð Þ2 þ L1−L3ð Þ2− f i−0:5ð Þdþ δi½ �2 ¼ 0;

ð15Þ

where fi and fo are the inner and the outer race conformity ratio that is ameasure of the geometrical conformity of the race and the ball
in a plane that passes through the center of the bearing and is transverse to the race (shown in Fig. 2). Forces applied to the ball are
shown in Fig. 5, and these can be calculated when the total elastic deformation in the inner and outer race contacts and the stiffness
coefficients are known as [3]

Fo ¼ Koδ
3=2
o

F i ¼ K iδ
3=2
i :

ð16Þ

The equilibrium condition for each ball can be expressed with the help of Newton's second law as

Fo sinαo−F i sinαi−
2Mg

d
λ cosαo− 1−λð Þ cosαið Þ ¼ 0

Fo cosαo−F i cosαi þ
2Mg

d
λ sinαo− 1−λð Þ sinαið Þ−Fc ¼ 0;

ð17Þ

where λ has a value of 1 in the case of outer-race control and 0 when inner-race control is applied. The race control theory
was proposed by Jones [1], where λ is a calculated parameter to define the race in which no slipping occurs. The required torques
to spin the ball against the inner and outer races are evaluated. A race, which requires more torque to spin, defines the race control,
(i.e., if λ is 1 the outer-race control exists), and when λ is 0 then the inner race contact exists. In Eq. (17) the centrifugal force can be
expressed as

Fc ¼
1
2
md0mω

2
c ; ð18Þ

where m ismass of the ball, dm′ is the pitch diameter under loading andωc is the angular velocity of the cage. The gyroscopic moment
of the ball can be calculated as

Mg ¼ IpωBωc sinθ; ð19Þ

where Ip is the mass moment of inertia of the ball, ωB is the angular velocity of the ball about its rotation axis, ωc is the
angular velocity of the cage and θ is the angle between the shaft center line and ball rotational axis. Eq. (17) can be re-
expressed as

Koδ
3=2
o L3

d f o−0:5ð Þ þ δo
−K iδ

3=2
i D sinα f þ δt−L3ð Þ
d f i−0:5ð Þ þ δi

−2
d
IpωBωc sinθ

λL4
d f o−0:5ð Þ þ δo

− 1−λð Þ D cosα f þ δr cosψ−L4ð Þ
d f i−0:5ð Þ þ δi

� �
¼ 0;

Koδ
3=2
o L4

d f o−0:5ð Þ þ δo
−K iδ

3=2
i D cosα f þ δr cosψ−L4ð Þ

d f i−0:5ð Þ þ δi
þ2
d
IpωBωc sin θ

λL3
d f o−0:5ð Þ þ δi

− 1−λð Þ D sinα f þ δt−L3ð Þ
d f i−0:5ð Þ þ δi

� �
−mω2

c

2
de þ 2L4−2 f o−0:5ð Þd cosα fð Þ ¼ 0:

ð20Þ

The iterative solution is required due to the nonlinear equations and the Newton–Raphson method is utilized to solve the
four equations in Eqs. (15) and (20). The unknown variables to solve are L3, L4, δi and δo. Good assumptions for tangential and
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radial displacement, δt and δr, can be made by using a condition of equilibrium applied to the complete ball bearing as
follows

Ft−
Xn
k¼1

Fk j sinαk j−
2 1−λ j

� �
Mg j

d
cosαk j

24 35 ¼ 0;

Fr−
Xn
k¼1

Fk j cosαk j−
2 1−λ j

� �
Mg j

d
sinαk j

24 35 cosψ j ¼ 0;

ð21Þ

where Ft is the axial load and Fr is the radial load [3].

3. Case studies and results

The two developed models are implemented into a three different sized rotors. In size order from largest to smallest the studied
cases are a solid rotor blower (turbo blower), a high-speed machine and a high-speed generator. The turbo blower is supported with
two 6014 hybrid deep-groove ball bearings, the machine with two 71911 CE/HCP4A high precision ball bearings and the generator
with two S7005 CE/HCP4A high precision angular contact ball bearings. The turbo blower rotor's geometry is similar to that presented
earlier in Pyrhönen et al. [18]. However, in this study, the constant bearing stiffness used in the earlier work have been replaced by
stiffnesses obtained using the developed ball bearing models. The structures for the high-speed machine and high-speed generator
are presented in the following sections. In the studied cases inner race bearing stiffness coefficients, critical speedmaps and Campbell
diagrams are studied.

3.1. Turbo blower structure

The main layout and dimensions of the turbo blower are shown in Fig. 7 while the parameters used in the analysis are shown in
Table 1.

The turbo blower is supportedwith two SKF 6014/HC2 deep-groove ball bearings and those are located in nodes 4 and 19 (Fig. 7).
The main bearing dimension and parameters are shown in the Table 2.

Both bearings are loadedwith a 300 axial load and a 700 radial load (z-direction). The bearing support is considered to be rigid. The
initial guess for the radial displacement, δr, is 70 μm and for the axial direction, δt, is 10 μm. Using Eqs. (15) and (20) the initial defor-
mations δi and δo and initial distances L3 and L4 can be obtained.

3.2. High-speed machine structure

The main layout and dimensions of the high-speed machine are shown in Fig. 8 while the parameters used in the analysis are
shown in Table 3.

Fig. 7. Layout and finite element discretization of the turbo blower with two impellers. The dimensions are in millimeters. The slitted part of the rotor is between
nodes 10 and 13.
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The high-speedmachine is supportedwith two 71911 CE/HCP4A angular contact ball bearings. The bearings are located at nodes 9
and 25 (Fig. 8). The main bearing dimension and parameters are shown in Table 4.

Both bearings are loadedwith a 800N axial load and a 90 N radial load (z-direction). The bearing support is considered to be rigid.
The initial guess for the radial displacement, δr, is 50 μm and for the axial direction, δt, is 10 μm. Using Eqs. (15) and (20) the initial
deformations δi and δo and initial distances L3 and L4 can be obtained.

Fig. 8. Layout and finite element discretization of the high-speed machine. The dimensions are in millimeters. The impellers are located at nodes 1 and 35.

Table 2
Dimensions of the 6014/HC type deep-groove hybrid ball bearing.

Bore diameter ds 70 mm
Outer diameter D 110 mm
Width W 20 mm
Pitch diameter dm 89.85 mm
Ball diameter d 11.91 mm
Number of balls n 14
Diametral clearance cd 5.5 μm
Bearing damping coefficient cb 0.55 Ns

mm

Inner and outer race conformity Ri, Ro 0.52
Static load rating C0 31,000 N
Modulus of elasticity (races) Er 207 GPa
Poisson's ratio (races) vr 0.3
Modulus of elasticity (balls) Eb 315 GPa
Density (balls) ρb 3200 kg

m3

Poisson's (balls) vb 0.26
Reference speed nmax 16,000 rpm
Misalignment γy 0°

Table 1
Parameters used in the turbo blower analysis.

Young's modulus 210 GPa
Material density 7800 kg

m3

Poisson's ratio (rotor) 0.3
Properties of the slitted part

Area 0.0251 m2

Second moment of area 6.2832 × 10−5 m4

Impeller mass properties
Mass 19.0 kg
Polar mass moment of inertia 0.5 kg m2

Diametral mass moment of inertia 0.3 kg m2

Stiffness of impeller attachment
Translational 1.0 × 1011 N

m

Rotational 1.5 × 106 Nm
rad

Rotor unbalance masses
D1 impeller (node 23) 36 g mm @ 270°
D1 rotor end (node 9) 50 g mm @ 0°
D2 rotor end (node 14) 50 g mm @ 0°
D2 impeller (node 24) 50 g mm @ 90°
Total mass of the rotor 174.85 kg
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3.3. High-speed generator structure

The main layout and dimensions of the high-speed generator are shown in Fig. 9 while the parameters used in the analysis are
shown in Table 5.

The high-speed generator is supportedwith two S7005 CE/HCP4A angular contact ball bearing. The bearings are located at nodes 9
and 38 (Fig. 9). The main bearing dimension and parameters are shown in Table 6.

Both bearings are loadedwith a 265N axial load and a 20 N radial load (z-direction). The bearing support is considered to be rigid.
The initial guess for the radial displacement, δr, is 50 μm and for the axial direction, δt, is 10 μm. Using Eqs. (15) and (20) the initial
deformations δi and δo and initial distances L3 and L4 can be obtained.

Fig. 9. Layout and finite element discretization of the high-speed generator. A permanent magnet is located between nodes 22 and 25. The dimensions are
in millimeters.

Table 3
High-speed machine parameters used in the analysis.

Young's modulus (rotor) 210 GPa
Material density (rotor) 7800 kg

m3

Poisson's ratio (rotor) 0.3
Impeller mass properties

Mass (node 1) 6.0 kg
Polar mass moment of inertia 0.055 kg m2

Diametral mass moment of inertia 0.031 kg m2

Mass (node 35) 5.1 kg
Polar mass moment of inertia 0.028 kg m2

Diametral mass moment of inertia 0.017 kg m2

Rotor unbalance masses
Rotor (node 15 and 21) 0.681 g mm @ 0°
Machine (node 1) 0.165 g mm @ 0°
Machine (node 35) 0.135 g mm @ 0°
Total mass of the rotor 26.0 kg

Table 4
Dimensions of the 71911 CE/HCP4A angular contact ball bearing.

Bore diameter ds 55 mm
Outer diameter D 80 mm
Width W 13 mm
Pitch diameter dm 67.538 mm
Ball diameter d 7.938 mm
Number of balls n 21
Diametral clearance cd 5.5
Inner and outer race conformity Ri, Ro 0.52 μm
Static load rating C0 10,600 N
Modulus of elasticity (races) Er 207 GPa
Poisson's ratio (races) vr 0.3
Modulus of elasticity (balls) Eb 315 GPa
Density (balls) ρb 3200 kg

m3

Poisson's (balls) vb 0.26
Reference speed nmax 43,000 rpm
Misalignment γy 0
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3.4. Results of the simulations

Two bearingmodelswere implemented into three different size rotormodels. An analysis was performed using a custom in-house
code in Matlab software. The rotor is modeled by finite element method (FEM) [19] and the used element type is the Timoshenko
beam element [20]. The stiffness of the bearing inner race, critical speed maps and Campbell diagrams are studied.

3.4.1. Ball bearing stiffness coefficients
In the simplified ball bearing model, the bearing stiffness coefficient does not depend on the rotation speed. On the contrary, in a

high-speed bearing model, the bearing stiffnesses are strongly dependent of the rotation speed. The diagonal stiffness values for the
simplified bearing model in the translational direction are shown in the Table 7.

In the turbo blower model, the bearing is designed for a maximum rotation speed of 16,000 rpm which was also kept as the
maximum value for the stiffness calculation. The high-speedmachine bearings were designed for amaximum of 43,000 rpm and
the stiffness was studied to 45,000 rpm. The smallest, high-speed generator bearings were designed for the maximum rotation
speed of 56,000 rpm. The generator bearing stiffness values were studied up to 70,000 rpm. The stiffness values as a function of
rotation speed with the improved bearing model are shown in Fig. 10 for the turbo blower (a), Fig. 11 for the high-speed ma-
chine (b) and Fig. 12 for the high-speed generator (c). In these figures, the stiffness calculated with the simplified bearing
model is also included.

The stiffness coefficient in the blower decreases rapidly if the rotation speed is above 2000 rpm and at themaximum rotation speed,
the axial stiffness decreases by a total of 18.0%, the radial direction in y-direction by 27.0% and the z-direction by 30.0% (i.e. direction
of the applied force) from the initial stiffness coefficient.

Table 5
Parameters used in the high-speed generator analysis.

Young's modulus (rotor) 210 GPa
Material density (rotor) 7800 kg

m3

Poisson's ratio (rotor) 0.3
Young's modulus (PM) 150 GPa
Material density (PM) 8400 kg

m3

Poisson's ratio (PM) 0.3
Rotor unbalance masses

Rotor end (node 1) 0.485 g mm @ 0°
Permanent magnet (node 22) 0.148 g mm @ −90°
Total mass of the rotor 2.5 kg

Table 6
Dimensions of the S7005 CE/HCP4A angular contact ball bearing.

Bore diameter ds 25 mm
Outer diameter D 47 mm
Width W 12 mm
Pitch diameter dm 35.15 mm
Ball diameter d 6.35 mm
Number of balls n 14
Diametral clearance cd 5.5 μm
Inner and outer race conformity Ri, Ro 0.52
Static load rating C0 4150 N
Modulus of elasticity (races) Er 207 GPa
Poisson's ratio (races) vr 0.3
Modulus of elasticity (balls) Eb 315 GPa
Density (balls) ρb 3200 kg

m3

Poisson's (balls) vb 0.26
Reference speed nmax 56,000 rpm
Misalignment γy 0°

Table 7
Axial and radial stiffnesses with the simplified bearing model.

Model Axial stiffness Radial stiffness Radial stiffness

x N
mð Þ y N

mð Þ z N
mð Þ

Turbo blower 2.021 × 107 2.8445 × 108 2.7784 × 108

High-speed machine 5.628 × 107 4.0941 × 108 4.0958 × 108

High-speed generator 2.648 × 107 2.0158 × 108 2.0158 × 108
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(a)

Fig. 10. Bearing stiffnesses in the axial and radial directions as a function of rotation speed in turbo blower (0–16,000 rpm).
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(b)

Fig. 11. Bearing stiffnesses in the axial and radial directions as a function of rotation speed of a high-speed machine (0–45,000 rpm).
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(c)

Fig. 12. Bearing stiffnesses in the axial and radial directions as a function of the rotation speed of a high-speed generator (0–70,000 rpm).
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The stiffness coefficient in the high-speed machine decreases in the axial direction by 14.0% and in the radial directions by 31.9%
from the original value to the value at 45,000 rpm.

In the high-speed generator the axial stiffness decreases by 18.3% and the radial stiffness by 39.4% when comparing the stiffness
value in the zero rotation speed and in the maximum calculated speed 70,000 rpm.

In the studied cases, the stiffness decreases as the rotation speed increases and that is caused by the centrifugal force and gyroscop-
ic moment affecting the ball. Based on Table 7 and Figs. 10, 11 and 12, it can be concluded that, at low rotation speeds, the stiffness
coefficients are in good agreement between the two models. In the studied cases, when the stiffness begins to decrease a clear
variation is visible. For the first case, a, when the rotor rotation speed is below 2000 rpm the stiffness is constant. For the second
case, b, when the rotor rotation speed is below 7500 rpm the stiffness is constant. For the third case, c, when the rotor rotation
speed is below 16,000 rpm the stiffness is constant. The rotation speeds and the velocity range when the stiffness is constant are
shown in Table 8. The maximum rotation speed for each bearing is given by the manufacturer.

Based on these three cases, the range where the stiffness is constant shows a linear relationship with the bore diameter. The
relationship shows that the smaller the bearing, the higher percentage from the maximum rotation speed the bearing can be rotated
before the stiffness decreases due to the centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment affecting the balls.

3.5. Critical speed maps

In the critical speedmap, the effect of support stiffness on the critical speeds is shown. From this, it can be seen how increasing the
bearing stiffness affects the critical speeds. At low stiffness, the support stiffness (bearings) primarily defines the critical speeds. Once
the support stiffness increases enough, the critical speeds reach a constant value (i.e. increasing the bearing stiffness has no effect on
the critical speed). Above this point, the rotor flexibility defines the critical speeds. [21]

a) Turbo blower In the critical speed map, the general relation between the support stiffness and the system can be seen.
Fig. 13 shows the critical speed map where the radial bearing stiffness (y- and z-directions) varies. The
axial (x) stiffness coefficient is set to zero. Critical speed maps are plotted on the zero rotational velocity
for an unconstrained system. In the turbo blower, three first modes are shown.
The first twomodes have an inclining sectionwhen the bearing stiffness increases above2:0� 108 N

m. Below
this value, the bearing stiffness mainly determines the critical speeds of the rotor system. Correspondingly,
for bearing stiffnesses higher than2:0� 108 N

m, the flexibility of the rotor has a more significant influence on
the critical speeds. In this case, the variation of bearing stiffnesswill have an effect on the thirdmode but not
on the first two modes.

Table 8
Limiting rotation speeds when the stiffness starts to decrease.

Model Constant stiffness
(rpm)

Bearing maximum rotation speed
(rpm)

Percentage from the
designed maximum

Turbo blower 0–2000 16,000 12.5
High-speed machine 0–7500 43,000 17.4
High-speed generator 0–16,000 56,000 28.6
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Fig. 13. Undamped critical speed map. The radial stiffness is varied at zero velocity.
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b) High-speed machine Fig. 14 shows the critical speed map of the high-speed machine, where the radial bearing stiffness (y- and
z-directions) varies and the first two modes are shown.
The two first modes have an inclining sectionwhen the bearing stiffness increases above1:0� 109 N

m. Below
this value, the bearing stiffness mainly determines the critical speed of the rotor system. Correspondingly,
for bearing stiffnesses higher than 1:0� 109 N

m, the flexibility of the rotor has a more significant influence
on the critical speeds. In this case, the bearing stiffness variation will have an effect on both modes.

c) High-speed generator Fig. 15 shows the critical speed map of the high-speed generator, where the radial bearing stiffness (y- and
z-directions) varies and the two first modes are shown.
The two first modes have an inclining sectionwhen the bearing stiffness increases above1:0� 108 N

m. Below
this value, the bearing stiffness mainly determines the critical speed of the rotor system. Correspondingly,
for bearing stiffnesses higher than 1:0� 108 N

m, the flexibility of the rotor has a more significant influence
on the critical speeds. In this case, the variation of bearing stiffness will lower the critical speeds so that
the second mode will decrease more than the first mode.

3.5.1. Campbell diagrams

a) Turbo blower In a Campbell diagram, the natural frequencies of the rotor-bearing systems are shown as a function of ro-
tation speed. The critical speeds are found from the diagram. The Campbell diagrams for the turbo blower
with two bearing models are shown in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 14. Critical speed map of a high-speed machine.
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Fig. 15. Critical speed map of a high-speed generator.
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It can be seen in Fig. 16 that the Campbell diagrams are identical up to 6000 rpm rotation speeds and as the
rotation speed increases, the whirling frequencies start to differ. The first two critical speeds occur approx-
imately at the same rotation speed in both bearingmodels. The third and fourth critical speeds occur in the
improved bearing model at a lower rotation speed than in the simplified bearing model. The first critical
speed is a backward whirling mode, the second is also a backward whirling mode, the third is a forward
whirling mode and the fourth is a backward whirling mode (see Fig. 16; a comparison of the critical speeds
in the two bearing models is shown in Table 9).
The first two critical speeds occur close to each other and there is no clear difference between the models
used to study this case. A clear difference can be seen at the third and fourth critical speeds. The critical
speeds in the case of a high-speed ball bearing model are over 8% lower than with the simplified bearing
model. The obtained results are in agreement with the critical speed map (Fig. 13) where the first and
second critical speeds are not affected by the different bearing stiffnesses as the third and fourth critical
speeds are.

b) High-speed machine The Campbell diagrams with the simplified and improved bearing models for the high-speed machine are
shown in Fig. 17.
It can be seen in Fig. 17 that the Campbell diagrams are in good agreement up to 15,000 rpm and as the
rotation speed increases, the whirling frequencies start to differ. When the rotation speeds are faster than
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Fig. 16. Campbell diagrams of the turbo blower: a) simplified bearing model and b) improved bearing model.

Table 9
Turbo blower critical rotation speed from the Campbell diagram.

# Critical speed (rpm)

Simplified model Improved model Difference [%]

1 8378 8372 0.07
2 8836 8816 0.23
3 13,977 12,861 8.68
4 14,160 13,065 8.38
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15,000 rpm, the whirling frequencies in the improved model are lower compared to the simplified model.
With the high-speed machine, the differences in all the first four critical speeds are similar in magnitude.
The faster the machine rotates, the bigger the difference between the two models is. The first critical
speed is a backwardwhirlingmode, the second is a forwardwhirlingmode, the third is a backwardwhirling
mode and the fourth is a forwardwhirlingmode (see Fig. 17). A comparison of the critical speeds in the two
bearing models is shown in Table 10.
The critical speeds in the improved ball bearing model are from 3% to almost 5% lower than with the
simplified bearing model. The difference is the same magnitude with all the first four critical speeds. It
can also be seen from the critical speed map (Fig. 14) why the four first critical speeds have approximately
a similar effect on the bearing stiffness.

c) High-speed generator The Campbell diagrams for the high-speed generator are shown in Fig. 18. The Campbell diagram with the
simplified model is calculated up to 90,000 rpm in order to show the third and fourth critical speeds.
It can be seen in Fig. 18 that at rotation speeds up to 16,000 rpm, the Campbell diagrams are identical, and
as the rotation speed increases, the whirling frequencies start to differ. The first two critical speeds occur

a

b

Fig. 17. Campbell diagrams of the high-speed machine: a) simplified bearing model and b) improved bearing model.

Table 10
Critical rotations speed in high-speed machine from the Campbell diagram.

# Critical speed (rpm)

Simplified model Improved model Difference [%]

1 32,324 31,093 3.80
2 34,155 32,480 4.90
3 37,796 36,483 3.50
4 39,798 37,910 4.70
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approximately at the same rotation speed and the third and fourth critical speeds occur at a lower rotation
speed than in the simplified bearingmodel. The first critical speed is a backward whirlingmode, the second
is a forward whirling mode, the third is a backward whirling mode and the fourth is a forward whirling
mode. A comparison of the critical speeds in the two models is shown in Table 11.
The two first critical speeds occur close to each other and there is over 2% difference between the models
used to study this case. A clearer difference can be seen in the third and fourth critical speeds. The critical
speeds in the case of a high-speed ball bearing model are over 12% lower than with the simplified bearing
model. The critical speed map (Fig. 15) clearly explains why the first and second critical speeds are not
affected by the different bearing stiffnesses as the third and fourth critical speeds are.

4. Discussion

In the case of ball bearings, an increase in model complexity leads to an increased number of input parameters and initial guesses
that are crucial for successful simulation. The theoretical background for modeling ball bearings, including the centrifugal and

a

b

Fig. 18. Campbell diagrams of the high-speed generator: a) simplified bearing model and b) improved bearing model.

Table 11
Critical rotations speed from the Campbell diagram.

# Critical speed (rpm)

Simplified model Improved model Difference [%]

1 68,026 66,438 2.33
2 69,568 67,756 2.60
3 79,853a 69,981 12.36
4 80,501a 70,300 12.67

a Occurs over the speed range.
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gyroscopic forces, has been available since 1960. Nevertheless, it is still unclear under which conditions (e.g. size of the rotor or rota-
tion speed range) an obligation to use or not use the model including the high speed effects exists.

The studied cases show that the bearing stiffness coefficients are in agreementwith the simplified and improvedmodel at low ro-
tation speeds. In fact, the results show that in the improved bearingmodel, the bearing coefficients are almost constant up to a certain
rotation speed. When the stiffness is constant, then there are no real benefits of using the improved ball bearing model. The largest
case with the biggest bearing bore diameter, the turbo blower, concludes that it can be rotated up to 2000 rpm with the simplified
bearing model having zero difference to the improved model. The second largest case with the medium-sized bore diameter, the
high-speed machine, concludes that it can be rotated up to 7500 rpm having zero difference to the improved model. The smallest
case, the high-speed generator, with the smallest bore diameter concludes that it can be rotated up to 16,000 rpm having zero differ-
ence to the improved model. It should be noted that in ball bearing modeling, there are several parameters and factors to be consid-
ered and the relationship shown in this paper is only valid with the studied cases.

In the literature, it is stated that for low andmoderate speeds that the centrifugal and gyroscopic forces can be ignored and at high
speeds, it is obligatory to consider them. For the studied rotors and with the used bearing types, the results are in agreementwith the
general statement in the literature. It should be noted that the resultsmight vary evenwith the same structurewhen, for example, the
clearance or bearing loading is varied. Due to this, common rules for the studied structures cannot be suggested.

In all the cases the stiffness decreased when the rotation speed increased. Similar results are shown in the study by Butner et al.
[22].

The critical speedmap shows that the stiffness variation in the high speed bearingmodel does not decrease the stiffness sufficient-
ly for it to have an influence on thefirst two critical speeds. The difference between the third and fourth critical speeds can also be seen
in the critical speed map. As the bearing stiffness decreases, the critical speeds also decrease.

In the Campbell diagram, in the improved bearingmodel, the critical frequencies decrease as the rotation speed increases. The dif-
ference in theCampbell diagram calculations shows behavior similar to thatwhichwaspresented in an early study byCao andAltintas
[23]. From the critical speedmap at zero velocity, similar behavior can also be seen. Depending onwhich location the bearing stiffness
is in on the critical speed map (i.e. are the bearing stiffness defining the critical speeds or the rotor itself), the decrease in the critical
speed varies in the studied cases.

The appropriate bearingmodel selection can be a subject of argument. The stiffness values for the studied rotors from bothmodels
(Figs. 10, 11 and 12) show that if the values obtained with the improved model are close to the values obtained from the simplified
model then the simplified model is justified. As the stiffness values diverge from the simplified model results when the speed is in-
creased then the critical speed map should be plotted. A sensitivity analysis of the rotor critical speeds due to bearing stiffness varia-
tion should then be investigated. If the critical speeds are sensitive then the improved model should be used and the Campbell
diagram should be plotted to see the detailed effects. Then the safety margin from the critical speeds to the specific operation
speed can be determined.

5. Conclusion

The paper presented the implementation of two different ball bearing models in three rotors supported by two identical ball
bearings, a turbo blower, a high-speed machine and a high-speed generator, respectively. The main findings from the study can be
concluded as follows.
1. The ball bearing stiffness coefficients obtained from the two ball bearingmodels are identical in the turbo blower up to 2000 rpm, in

the high-speed machine up to 7500 rpm and in the high-speed generator up to 16,000 rpm.
2. With the improved model, where the centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment is included, the stiffness for the turbo blower at

16,000 rpm is decreased by 18% in the axial direction, 27% in the radial direction y and 30% in the radial direction z where a load
is applied. For the high-speed machine the axial stiffness is decreased at 45,000 rpm by 14% in the axial direction, and 32% in
the radial directions. For the high-speed generator at 70,000 rpm the stiffness is decreased by 18% in the axial direction and 39%
in the radial directions.

3. In the turbo blower case, a clear difference in the Campbell diagram is visible over 9000 rpm between the simplified and improved
bearing models. For this structure after 9000 rpm, the improved bearing model is justified. In the high-speed machine the two
bearing models start to differ noticeably above 15,000 rpm and in the higher rotation speeds the improved model is justified. In
the high-speed generator, the two bearing models differ at higher than 16,000 rpm then, the improved model is justified.

For future development, the studied models could be tested with actual bearings and could also try to eliminate parameters in
order to propose an analytical equation for the modeling purpose of what the limiting rotation speed is when the improved model
should be used.
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ABSTRACT
Bearing performance significantly affects the dynamic be-

haviors and estimated working life of a rotating system. A com-
mon bearing type is the ball bearing, which has been under in-
vestigation in numerous published studies. The complexity of the
ball bearing models described in the literature varies as mod-
els with or without the inclusion of centrifugal forces or the gy-
roscopic moments of the rolling elements are equally proposed.
Naturally, model complexity is related to computational burden.
In particular, the inclusion of centrifugal forces and gyroscopic
moments significantly increases the system degrees of freedom
and lengthens solution time. On the other hand, for low or mod-
erate rotating speeds, these effects can be neglected without sig-
nificant loss of accuracy.
The objective of this paper is to present guidelines for the ap-
propriate selection of a suitable bearing model for a case study.
To this end, two ball bearing models were implemented. One
considers high-speed forces, and the other neglects them. Both
models were used to study a single structure, and the simulation
results were compared. The bearing behavior is studied at dif-
ferent shaft rotation speeds and the simulation results are used

∗Address all correspondence to this author.

to determine when the model containing the centrifugal and gy-
roscopic forces should be used.

NOMENCLATURE

Latin
cd Clearance
d Ball diameter
dm Pitch diameter
ds Bore diameter
d
′
m Pitch diameter under loading

D Diameter
e Eccentricity
E
′

Effective modulus of elasticity
E Modulus of elasticity
f Conformity ratio
F Force
Ip Polar moment of inertial
j Number of ball
Kcon Contact stiffness coefficient
k̃e Approximated ellipticity parameter
L Distance (Figure 6)
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m Mass of the ball
n Number of balls
Mg Gyroscopic moment
r Radius
R Curvature sum
Rd Curvature difference
Rx Effective radii of curvature in x-plane
Ry Effective radii of curvature in y-plane
T Moment

Greek
α Contact angle
β Attitude angle (azimuth angle)
γ Misalignment
δ Deformation
ζ̃ Second ellipticity integral
θ Angle between the shaft centerline and ball

rotational axis
ξ̃ First ellipticity integral
λ Race control
ν Poisson’s ratio
φ Contact angle
ψ Angular location
ω Rotation speed

Subscripts
ay Solid a, y-direction
ax Solid a, x-direction
B Ball
by Solid b, y-direction
bx Solid b, x-direction
c Centrifugal
f Initial contact angle
i/in Inner race
j j th ball
o/out Outer race
s Shaft
x Axis x-direction
y Axis y-direction
z Axis z-direction

Superscripts
in Inner
out Outer
r Radial
t Axial
tot Total

1 INTRODUCTION
Bearings have a critical role in rotating machinery systems

and the unexpected failure of the bearing might break the ma-
chine. A commonly used bearing type is the deep groove ball

bearing that is under investigation in this paper. The basic struc-
ture in ball bearings is that the balls rotate inside two steel rings
(races) and the balls are kept separate by a cage. Detailed design
varies depending on the specific type of bearing whereas the ba-
sic concept is the same in every ball bearing.
Modeling the dynamical behavior of a ball bearing includes sev-
eral simultaneous contacts between the bearing components that
make an accurate simulation of the ball bearing’s dynamic be-
havior challenging and computationally expensive.
The general theory for the elastically constrained ball and roller
bearing was proposed by Jones [1] and later verified and gener-
alized by Harris [2] and Hamrock and Dowson [3]. The model
did not include any geometrical imperfections, these occur due to
the manufacturing and installation process. Several studies were
performed to consider the imperfections and defects in the bear-
ing. Aktürk et al. [4, 5] proposed a three degree of freedom ball
bearing model where the effects of waviness, axial preload, and
number of balls were studied.
Jang and Jeong [6] developed a five degree of freedom model
to study the waviness in the races and balls. Later, Jang and
Jeong [7] included the centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment
to the proposed model and studied the waviness order effect of
the,e.g, stiffness and contact force.
Sopanen and Mikkola [8, 9] developed a six degree of freedom
ball bearing model where the additional degree of freedom is the
friction torque around the rotational axis. The model was used
to study the effect of the inner and outer race waviness and lo-
calized defects. The model did not include the centrifugal force
and gyroscopic moment due to moderate rotation speeds of the
studied applications.
Changqing and Qingyu [10] proposed five degrees of freedom
model where the centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment are
included. The internal clearance, axial preload, radial load, and
waviness were studied. In general, several models are proposed
and the main focus of the research has been to study the effect
of different imperfections. The first models consider only three
degrees of freedom and the latter studies consider five or six
degrees of freedom and include the centrifugal force and gyro-
scopic moment effect.
The inclusion of the high speed forces has significant effect on
the computational burden. For bearing performance, the main ef-
fect of the centrifugal forces is that the contact angles in the ball
to inner race and ball to outer race contact have different values.
This is contrary to the simplified ball bearing model where the
contact angles can be assumed to be approximately identical. In
the case of high rotation speed the different contact angles causes
that the ball cannot roll without sliding which, in turn, creates ad-
ditional frictional heat and limits the maximum rotation speed of
the bearing. Difference in the contact angles affects the bearing
stiffness. The rotational velocity causes the contact angles varia-
tion and due to this the stiffness changes as a function of rotation
velocity.
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In this paper, the theories behind two different ball bearing mod-
els are briefly presented and then one case example is presented.
The aim of this study is to analyze the rotation speed range be-
tween moderate and high-speed and to give more accurate infor-
mation as to when the centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment
should be included in the model and when these can be neglected.

2 SYSTEM MODELING
The simplified model is based on the relative displacements

and velocities between the inner and outer races. Displace-
ments and velocities can be calculated by creating a geometrical
relationship. Accordingly, the relationship between the force-
deflection can be expressed. The model has five degrees of
freedom, three translational and two rotational degrees of free-
dom. The model includes non-linear Hertzian contact deforma-
tion. The geometry and material parameters are given as input
and the bearing forces and torques are solved. The simplified
model does not consider the high-speed forces.
The refined model is based on the force equilibrium between the
external applied load and the internal load within the bearing.
Rotation dependent forces, centrifugal force and gyroscopic mo-
ment of the ball are included. In the equilibrium condition, the
deformation of the ball bearing is solved. The ball bearing con-
tains several parts including the cage that holds the balls in a
fixed distance from the inner and outer race, which connect the
bearing to the shaft and housing, and the balls. Each part should
be considered in details when creating an accurate mathematical
model. However, the model should be computationally efficient
and therefore the following general assumptions are made to de-
crease the degrees of freedom in the models:

1. Friction torque is neglected.
2. Effect of elastohydrodynamic film is neglected.
3. Defects and form error of the unit are neglected.

The relative difference between the two models by exlud-
ing the effect of friction torque and elastohydrodynamic film are
negligble and due that those are not considered in the models.
Defects and form error of the bearing are not included and they
are assumed to be perfectly manufactured, i.e the balls are round
and races are circular.

2.1 Ball bearing dynamic model without centrifugal
and gyroscopic forces (simplified)

The theory of modeling the deep-groove ball bearing is pre-
sented in detail in [8]. The modeling theory is briefly reviewed
in this paper in order to provide a complete presentation.

2.1.1 Elliptical contact conjunction
The elliptical contact conjunction is used to determine the con-

tact stiffness between the ball and races. In ball bearings, the

ball and race are two solids that have different radii of curvature
in two directions. Figure 1 shows the contact geometry and the
normal force, F , applied to two solids. The radius of contact con-
junction is defined to be positive when the surface is convex and
negative when concave. The curvature sum, R, and curvature dif-

solid b

solid a

y
F

F
x

rbx

rby

ray rax

x

y

ray

rax

rby < 0

F rbx < 0

y

x
ray
rax

FIGURE 1. ELLIPTICAL CONTACT CONJUNCTIONS

ference, Rd , that are used to define the contact deformation are
as

1
R = 1

Rx
+ 1

Ry

Rd = R
(

1
Rx
− 1

Ry

)
,where

1
Rx

= 1
rax

+ 1
rbx

, 1
Ry

= 1
ray

+ 1
rby

(1)

where Rx and Ry represent the effective radii of curvature in the
x and y planes. Subscripts ax, ay, bx and by refer to the radiuses
in solids a and b in x- and y-directions, respectively. When the
normal force is applied to the solids the contact area is elliptical.
The contact stiffness coefficient, Kcon, for the elliptical contact
conjunction can be calculated as

Kcon = π k̃eE
′
√

Rξ̃
4.5ζ̃ 3 ,where

k̃e = 1.0339
(

Ry
Rx

)0.6360
,

E
′
= 2

1−ν2
a

Ea +
1−ν2

b
Eb

,

ξ̃ = 1.003+0.5968
(

Ry
Rx

)
,

ζ̃ = 1.5277+0.6023ln
(

Ry
Rx

)
.

(2)
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where, k̃e is the approximated ellipticity parameter, E
′

is the ef-
fective modulus of elasticity, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, E is the
material modulus of elasticity and subscripts a and b refers to
solids that are in contact. Parameters ξ̃ and ζ̃ are the approxima-
tion formulae for first and second elliptical integrals [3].

2.1.2 Ball bearing geometry and total stiffness
coefficient and displacements

The geometry of a deep groove ball bearing is shown in Fig.
2, where d is the ball diameter, rout the outer groove radius, rin
is the inner groove radius, cd is the diametral clearance, D is
the bearing housing diameter, dm is the pitch diameter, ds is the
bore diameter, Di is the inner raceway diameter, and Do is the
outer raceway diameter, respectively. The relation between con-

d

rout

rin

Di DoD dm ds

cd
4

y
z

y
z

FIGURE 2. ELLIPTICAL CONTACT CONJUNCTIONS

tact stiffness and deformation, δ0, for a single ball is expressed
as

δ0 =

(
F

Kcon

)2/3

, (3)

where F is the normal load and Kcon is the contact stiffness co-
efficient. The total stiffness of a single ball bearing involves the
inner, Kin

con, and the outer ring, Kout
con, contact stiffness and that is

expressed as

Ktot
con =

1
((

1
Kin

con

)2/3
+
(

1
Kout

con

)2/3
)3/2 . (4)

2.1.3 Ball bearing forces and moments in the
complete ball bearing

Ball bearing forces and moments are calculated from the rela-
tive displacements between the rings. Figure 3 shows the layout

for each ball and the relative displacements between the inner
and outer ring.

FIGURE 3. AXIAL AND TRANSVERSE CROSS-SECTION IN
THE A-A PLANE OF ILLUSTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF A BALL
BEARING

Radial, er
j , and axial, et

j, displacements in of ball j can be
stated as

er
j = ex cosβj + ey sinβj

et
j = ez− (−γx sinβj + γy cosβj)(Rin + rin)

(5)

where ex, ey, ez are the given relative displacements in x, y, z
directions, βj is the attitude angle (azimuth angle) of ball j and
γx and γy are the angular misalignments of the inner race about x
and y axes. The contact angle for ball j is depicted in Fig. 4.
Contact angle, φj, for ball j can be calculated as

φj = tan−1

(
et

j

Rin + rin + er
j−Rout + rout

)
. (6)

The distance between the race surfaces along the line of contact
is then calculated as

dj = rout + rin−
Rin + rin + er

j−Rout + rout

cosφj
. (7)

The total elastic deformation can then be calculated as

δ tot
j = 2rB−dj. (8)
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FIGURE 4. CROSS-SECTION OF A BALL BEARING IN THE A-
A PLANE

The contact force acting on ball j can be calculated for each ball
as

Fj = Ktot
con(δ

tot
j )3/2, (9)

where Ktot
con is the total stiffness coefficient determined by Eq.

4. The resultant bearing forces and moments in the shaft can be
calculated in respect of the x, y and z directions as

Fx =−
n
∑

j=1
Fj cosφj cosβj

Fy =−
n
∑

j=1
Fj cosφj sinβj

Fz =−
n
∑

j=1
Fj sinφj

Tx =−
n
∑

j=1
Fj(Rin + r)sinφj sinβj

Ty =−
n
∑

j=1
Fj(Rin + r)sinφj

(
−cosβj

)





(10)

It should be noted that in summations in Eq. 10 only the force
components where compression exists between the races and ball
are included, i.e., δ tot

j > 0.

2.2 Ball bearing dynamic model with centrifugal and
gyroscopic forces (complex)

In high-speed operations, the contact angles in the inner and
outer race contacts are no longer identical. This will have a no-
ticeable effect on the ball bearing dynamic behavior. Figure 5

shows the forces and contact angles within a single ball and the
position of jth ball in the bearing. The ball is subjected to the
centrifugal force, Fc, and the contact forces on the inner and
outer races, Fi and Fo. In addition, a gyroscopic moment, Mg,
and counter friction forces are affecting to the ball deformation.
The force equilibrium for a single ball can be calculated when
the contact angles are known in the inner and outer races αi and
αo, respectively. Notation λ represent the race control and it has
a value of 0 or 1.

ωc

j th 

ball
2π/n

βj

x

y

cage centerline
inner race

outer race

Fo

ωB

Mg

Fc

αo

αi

2(1-λ)Mg/d

2λMg/d

dm/2

ωc

Fi

θ

FIGURE 5. FORCES AND MOMENTS ACTING ON THE BALL
ON HIGH-SPEED OPERATION.

In the case of a substantial centrifugal force, the contact an-
gles in the inner and outer race contacts are different. Figure 6
shows the initial and final (loaded) positions of the ball and inner
race curvature center. Based on Fig. 6 the following geomet-
ric relation for the each ball can be expressed using Pythagorean
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L1

L4

L2

( f i -
 0.5 )d+δ i

αi
L3

δt
δ

r
cos ψ  

Fi

( f i -
 0

.5
 )d

( f o
 - 

0.5
 )dαf

αo

( 
f o

 -
 0

.5
 )

d
+

δ o

Fo

Initial position of 

the ball center

Final position 

of ball 

center

Fixed-outer-race 

curvature center

Initial 

position of 

inner-race 

curvature 

center

Final position of 

inner-race 

curvature center

FIGURE 6. DEFLECTION OF THE CENTER OF BALL AND
CURVATURE RACES AT ANGULAR LOCATION . [3]

theorem as

L2
4 +L2

3− [( fo−0.5)d +δo]
2 = 0

(L2−L4)
2 +(L1−L3)

2− [( fi−0.5)d +δi]
2 = 0,

(11)

where fi and fo are the inner and outer race conformity ratio that
is a measure of the geometrical conformity of the race and the
ball in a plane that passes through the center of the bearing and
is transverse to the race (shown in Fig. 2). Forces applied to the
ball are shown in Fig. 5, and these can be calculated when the
total elastic deformation in the inner and outer race contacts and
the stiffness coefficients are known as

Fo = Koδ 3/2
o

Fi = Kiδ
3/2
i .

(12)

The equilibrium condition for each ball can be expressed with
the help of Newton’s second law as

Fo sinαo−Fi sinαi

− 2Mg
d [λ cosαo− (1−λ )cosαi] = 0

Fo cosαo−Fi cosαi

+
2Mg

d [λ sinαo− (1−λ )sinαi]−Fc = 0,

(13)

where λ have value of 1 in case of outer-race control and 0 when
inner-race control is applied. The race control theory was pro-
posed by Jones [1], where λ is a calculated parameter to define
the race in which no slipping occurs. The required torques to
spin the ball against the inner and outer race is evaluated. A race,
which requires more torque to spin, defines the race control, i.e.
if λ is 1 the outer-race control exists and when λ is 0 then the
inner race contact exists. In Eq. 13 the centrifugal force can be
expressed as

Fc =
1
2

md
′
mω2

c , (14)

where m is mass of the ball, d
′
mis the pitch diameter under load-

ing and ωc is the angular velocity of the cage. Pitch diameter
under loading can be expressed as a function of nominal pitch
diameterdm, ball diameter d, outer race conformity ratio and ini-
tial contact angle as

d
′
m = dm +2L4−2d ( fo−0.5)cosαf (15)

The gyroscopic moment of the ball can be calculated as

Mg = IpωBωc sinθ , (16)

where Ip is the mass moment of inertia of the ball, ωB is the an-
gular velocity of the ball about its rotation axis, ωc is the angular
velocity of the cage and θ is the angle between the shaft center
line and ball rotational axis. Equation 13 can be re-expressed as

Koδ 3/2
o L3

d( fo−0.5)+δo
− Kiδ

3/2
i (Dsinαf+δt−L3)

d( fi−0.5)+δi

− 2
d IpωBωc sinθ




λL4
d( fo−0.5)+δo

− (1−λ )(Dcosαf+δr cosψ−L4)
d( fi−0.5)+δi


= 0,

Koδ 3/2
o L4

d( fo−0.5)+δo
− Kiδ

3/2
i (Dcosαf+δr cosψ−L4)

d( fi−0.5)+δi

+ 2
d IpωBωc sinθ




λL3
d( fo−0.5)+δi

− (1−λ )(Dsinαf+δt−L3)
d( fi−0.5)+δi




−mω2
c

2 [de +2L4−2( fo−0.5)d cosαf] = 0.

(17)

The iterative solution is required due the nonlinear equations and
the Newton-Raphson method is utilized to solve the four equa-
tions in Eq. 11 and Eq. 17. The unknowns to solve are L3, L4,
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δi and δo. Good assumptions for tangential and radial displace-
ment, δt and δr , can be made by using a condition of equilibrium
applied to the complete ball bearing,

Ft−
n
∑

k=1

[
Fkj sinαkj−

2(1−λj)Mgj
d cosαkj

]
= 0,

Fr−
n
∑

k=1

[
Fkj cosαkj−

2(1−λj)Mgj
d sinαkj

]
cosψj = 0,

(18)

where Ft is the axial load and Fr is the radial load. [3]

3 CASE STUDY AND RESULTS
The two developed models are implemented into a solid ro-

tor blower model supported with two 6014 hybrid deep-groove
ball bearings. The rotor’s geometry is similar to that presented
earlier in Pyrhönen et al. [11]. However, in this study, the con-
stant bearing stiffnesses used in the earlier work have been re-
placed by stiffnesses obtained using the developed ball bearing
models.

3.1 Turbo blower structure
The main layout and dimensions of the turbo blower are

shown in Fig. 7 while the parameters used in the analysis are
shown in Tab. 1.

TABLE 1. PARAMETERS USED IN THE ANALYSIS.

Modulus of elasticity 210 GPa
Material density 7,800 kg

m3

Poisson’s ratio (rotor) 0.3
Properties of the slitted part
Area 0.0251 m2

Second moment of area 6.2832×10−5m4

Impeller mass properties
Mass 19.0 kg
Polar mass moment of inertia 0.5 kgm2

Diametral mass moment of inertia 0.3 kgm2

Stiffness of impeller attachment
Translational 1.0×1011 N

m
Rotational 1.5×106 Nm

rad
Rotor unbalance masses
D1 Impeller (node 23) 36 gmm@270°
D1 Rotor end (node 9) 50 gmm@0°
D2 Rotor end (node 14) 50 gmm@0°
D2 Impeller (node 24) 50 gmm@90°
Total mass of the rotor 174.85 kg

The turbo blower is supported with two SKF 6014/HC2

deep-groove ball bearings. The main bearing dimension and pa-
rameters are shown in the Tab. 2.

TABLE 2. DIMENSIONS OF THE 6014\HC2 TYPE DEEP-
GROOVE HYBRID BALL BEARING.

Bore diameter, ds 70 mm
Outer diameter, D 110 mm
Width, W 20 mm
Pitch diameter, dm 89.85 mm
Ball diameter, d 11.91 mm
Number of balls, n 14
Diametral clearance C2, cd 5.5 µm
Bearing damping coefficient, cb 0.55 Ns

mm
Inner and outer race conformity, Ri,Ro 0.52
Static load rating, C0, 31,000 N
Modulus of elasticity (races), Er 207GPa
Poisson’s ratio (races), νr 0.3
Modulus of elasticity (balls), Eb 315GPa
Density (balls), ρb 3,200 kg

m3

Poisson’s (balls), νb 0.26
Reference speed, nmax 16,000 min−1

Both bearings are loaded with 300 N axial load and 700 N
radial load (z-direction).

3.2 Results of the simulation
Two bearing models were implemented into the rotor dy-

namic model of the blower. Analysis was performed using a cus-
tom in-house code in Matlab software.

3.2.1 Ball bearing stiffness coefficients
In the simplified ball bearing model the bearing stiffness coef-

ficient does not depend on the rotation speed. On the contrary, in
a high speed bearing model the bearing stiffnesses are strongly
dependent of the rotation speed. The diagonal stiffness values
for the simplified bearing model in the translational direction are
shown in the Tab 3.

TABLE 3. AXIAL AND RADIAL STIFFNESSES WITH THE SIM-
PLIFIED BEARING MODEL

Axial stiffness Radial stiffness Radial stiffness
x (N/m) y (N/m) z (N/m)
2.021×107 2.8445×108 2.7784×108

The stiffness values from 0 min−1 to 16,000 min−1 for the
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high speed model are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the
stiffness decreases as the rotation speed increases.
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FIGURE 8. BEARING STIFFNESSES IN THE AXIAL AND RA-
DIAL DIRECTIONS AS A FUNCTION OF ROTATION SPEED 0 TO
16,000 min−1.

Based on Tab. 3 and Fig. 8 it can be concluded that at mod-
erate rotation speeds the stiffness coefficients are in good agree-
ment between the two models. In the studied case, the stiffness
coefficients significantly differ after the rotor begins rotating over
2,000 min−1. The stiffness coefficient decreases rapidly and at
the maximum rotation speed the axial stiffness decreases by a to-
tal of 18.0 %, the radial direction in y-direction by 27.0 % and the
z-direction by 30.0 % (i.e. direction of the applied force) from
the initial stiffness coefficient. The stiffness decreases due to the
centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment.

3.2.2 Campbell diagram
In a Campbell diagram, the natural frequencies of the rotor-

bearing systems are shown as a function of rotation speed. The
critical speeds are found from the diagram. The Campbell di-
agrams for the two bearing models are shown in Fig. 9. It can
be seen in Fig. 9 that at moderate rotation speeds the Camp-
bell diagrams are identical and as the rotation speed increases the
whirling frequencies starts to differ. The first two critical speeds
occur approximately in the same rotation speed and the third and
fourth critical speeds occurs in the lower rotation speed in the
simple bearing model.The whirling modes of the critical speeds
are marked in the Fig. 9. A Comparison of the critical speeds in
the two models is shown in Tab. 4.

The two first critical speeds occur close to each other and
there is no clear difference between the models used to study this
case. A clear difference can be seen in the third and fourth crit-
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TABLE 4. CRITICAL ROTATION SPEEDS FROM THE CAMP-
BELL DIAGRAM

# Critical speed [min−1]

Simple model High speed model Difference [%]
1 8,378 8,372 0.07
2 8,836 8,816 0.23
3 13,977 12,861 8.68
4 14,160 13,065 8.38

ical speed. The critical speeds in the case of a high-speed ball
bearing model are over 8 % lower than with the simple bearing
model. The rotor is designed to rotate 11,000 min−1. With the
simple bearing model and the current model the safety margin is
20 % for lower and higher rotational velocities. On this range the
critical speeds are not conflicting in the operation rotational ve-
locity. The complex bearing model results in a 5 % lower safety

margin due the third and fourth critical speeds being closer to the
operation speed.

3.2.3 Critical speed map
In the critical speed map, the general relation between the sup-

port stiffness and the system can be seen. Figure 10 shows the
critical speed map where the radial bearing stiffness (z) varies
and the four first modes are shown. Axial (x) and radial (y) stiff-
ness coefficients are kept constant. The values are similar to that
obtained with a simple ball bearing model (Tab. 3).
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FIGURE 10. UNDAMPED CRITICAL SPEED MAP WHERE THE
RADIAL STIFFNESS IN DIRECTION Z IS VARIED

The two critical speeds have an inclining section when the
bearing stiffness increases above 5.0× 107 N

m . Below this value
the bearing stiffness mainly determines the critical speed of the
rotor system. Correspondingly, for bearing stiffnesses higher
than 5.0× 107 N

m , the flexibility of the rotor has a more signifi-
cant influence on the critical speeds. Therefore, the critical speed
map clearly explains why the first and second critical speeds are
not affected by the different bearing stiffnesses as the third and
fourth critical are.

4 DISCUSSION
In the case of ball bearings, an increase in the model

complexity leads to an increased number of input parameters
and initial guesses that are crucial for successful simulation. The
theoretical background for modelling ball bearings, including
the centrifugal and gyroscopic forces, has been available since
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1960. Nevertheless, it is still unclear under which conditions
(e.g. size of the rotor or rotation speed range) there is an
obligation to use or not use the model including the high speed
effects.
The studied case shows that the stiffness of the bearing with
the used parameters is almost identical in both models up to
2,000 min−1. If the structure is designed to rotate slower than
2,000 min−1 then the high-speed model is not justified. For the
studied structure the results obtained using different bearing
models are almost identical up to 9,000 min−1. Above this speed
the difference is, on the other hand, very clear. The third and
fourth critical speeds especially decrease noticeably with the
high-speed model. In this case, the safety margin for the simple
model is 20 % at the nominal speed of 11,000 min−1. For the
high-speed model the safety margin is 15 %. In the literature
it is stated that for low and moderate speeds the centrifugal
and gyroscopic forces can be ignored and at high-speeds it is
obligatory to consider them. For the studied rotor and with the
used bearing type the results are in agreement with the general
statement in the literature.
It should be noted that results might vary even with the same
structure when, for example, the clearance or bearing loading
is varied. Due to this, common rules for the studied structure
cannot be suggested.
The critical speed map shows that the stiffness variation in
the high-speed bearing model does not decrease the stiffness
sufficiently for it to have an influence on the first two critical
speeds. The difference between the third and fourth critical
speeds can also be seen in the critical speed map. As the bearing
stiffness decreases, the critical speeds also decrease.

5 CONCLUSION
The paper presented the implementation of two different ball

bearing models into a solid rotor electric motor supported by two
identical ball bearings. The main findings from the study can be
concluded as
- The ball bearing stiffness coefficients obtained from the two
models are identical up to 2,000 min−1.
- With the complex model, where the centrifugal force and gyro-
scopic moment is included, the stiffness at the 16,000 min−1 is
decreased by 18 % in the axial direction, 27 % in the radial direc-
tion y and 30 % in the radial direction z where a load is applied.
- In the studied case a clear difference in the Campbell diagram
is visible over 9,000 min−1 between the simple and high speed
bearing models.
For future development, the studied models could be imple-
mented into different structures with different size bearings in
order to discover a more general rule to justify the complex bear-
ing model.
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Abstract—High-Speed Permanent Magnet Synchronous Ma-
chines (HS PMSM) are a popular topology among modern
electrical machines. Suitable applications for such machines are
low-power vacuum pumps, compressors and chillers. This paper
describes a systematic design methodology for a HS PMSM
using two case studies. The design process for such high-
speed machines is multidisciplinary and highly iterative due to
the complex interaction of the many design variables involved.
Consequently, no single optimum solution exists and multiple
possible solutions can meet the customer requirements. Practical
solutions should be within acceptable thermal limits, energy-
efficient and rigid enough to withstand the forces exerted during
operation. The proposed design flow is divided into steps that
are presented in the paper in the form of a flow chart with
emphasis on mechanical aspects. Each step represents a task
for a thermal, mechanical or electric engineer. The features of
each step and the prerequisites for moving to the next step
are discussed. The described methodology was implemented in
the design of two HS PMSMs. The output performance results
of the design flow are compared with measured results of the
prototypes. The design process described in this paper provides
a straightforward procedure for the multidisciplinary design of
high-speed permanent magnet electrical machines.

Keywords—AC machine, Electrical design, High-speed drive,
Mechanical design, Permanent magnet machines, Rotating ma-
chines.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-SPEED (HS) electrical machines represent well-
established technology and are used in a number of

common industrial applications. HS machines provide benefits
such as high power density, small footprint and high overall
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system efficiency. One reason for these advantages is that HS
technology enables direct coupling between the HS electrical
machine and the working machine, which makes it possible
to avoid the requirement for a gearbox. The benefits inherent
to such machines have attracted the attention of manufacturers
producing, for example, gas compression appliances, turbines,
air blowers, vacuum pumps, machine tools and spindle drives
[1], [2], and the market for HS machinery has shown excep-
tional growth over the last decade. This active interest in HS
machinery has led to a rise in the number of joint projects
between academia and industry [3].

From the design point of view, high-speed technology is
challenging, and a lot of research is ongoing regarding efficient
and effective solutions development [4]. Successful design
and operation of a HS machine requires that multiple design
issues be reviewed simultaneously [5]. In many applications,
mechanical stresses limit the performance of the HS electrical
machine, and thus HS topologies are sometimes defined by the
mechanical and thermal limitations.

It is not generally possible to use a standard structure
and each machine needs to be designed according to the
specific requirements of the application. Consequently, the
design process of a HS machine involves several steps prior to
construction of the first prototype. Arkkio et al. [6] proposed
a design methodology for high-speed induction machines
(HSIM) and high-speed permanent magnet synchronous ma-
chines (HS PMSM). However, the methodology did not include
rotordynamics analysis. An improved design methodology
was implemented in [7] to define the maximum power and
speed limits for a HS PMSM. Ranft [8] proposed a design
methodology chart for HSIM but did not include thermal
analysis in the methodology. Cheng et al. [9] proposed a design
flow chart for HS PMSM with the full cylindrical magnet in
the rotor. However, the flow chart included only electrical and
mechanical design, and the thermal analysis was done sepa-
rately. Bernard et al. [10] proposed a design flow and analytical
optimization for PMSM with a gearbox. The design flow was
for a screwdriver application with infinite stiff supports, which
limits its implementation for HS machinery. Although, several
design methodologies are presented in the literature, none
of them proposes a comprehensive multidisciplinary design
process for HS applications that includes electrical, mechanical
and thermal analyses.

To limit the number of possible options, the design method-
ology presented in this paper was developed for a specific type
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of HS electrical machine. The machines under consideration
have 6 stator slots and 2 poles, which in a three phase machine
result in the number of slots per pole and phase, q = 1. The
machines utilize tooth-coil (TC) windings to have the shortest
possible overall length of a 2-pole machine. This, naturally,
leads to a shorter rotor total length, which, in turn, expands
the mechanical boundaries with respect to critical speeds. With
a shorter rotor, the lowest flexible natural frequencies of the
rotor will be higher and, as a result, the machine operates
below critical speed, enabling still higher operational speeds.

The design process is explained and applied to two ma-
chines. The developed prototypes use different approaches
within the scope of the presented design methodology. The
first machine under consideration is a 3.5 kW, 45000 rpm
PMSM for a gas blower application. In this machine, expensive
materials are selected to reduce losses and ensure mechanical
rigidity and acceptable temperatures. The second machine is
a permanent magnet (PM) generator with a rated operating
point of 11 kW at 31200 rpm. The machine works as a
generator in a micro Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) power
plant. The machine has the same topology as the first machine
but utilizes inexpensive materials. To reduce high losses,
alternative geometry optimization solutions are implemented
in the second machine.

The developed prototypes are built and tested. The ma-
chines’ performance calculation results are compared to test
results and conclusions are drawn regarding the suitability
of the design methodology for other types of HS electrical
machines.

The main contribution of the paper is to propose a multi-
disciplinary design process for a PMSM consisting of six stator
slots and two poles as well as a diametrically magnetized
permanent magnet and a tooth-coil wound stator in high-speed
applications. Even though the proposed design procedure is
intended for the aforementioned PMSM type, it can be applied,
with slight modifications, to other electrical machine types.

II. DESIGN PROCESS

The design process of a HS machine involves several steps
prior to construction of the first prototype. Fig. 1 shows a
general design flow chart for a HS PMSM. The design process
is divided into 9 steps. These steps are tasks for engineers and
all have input and output design variables. Each of the steps
should yield results that satisfy the design requirements (Step
1). The flow chart has six decision points where the fulfilment
of the requirements list is verified. If the requirements are not
met, then a new iteration round is required. Each step creates
additional information and introduces further requirements,
e.g. in Step 2 a maximum shaft diameter can be evaluated from
the initial requirements. If all the requirements are fulfilled,
the process can proceed to the next step, otherwise the design
should be changed until satisfactory results are achieved. In
Fig. 1 the proposed actions to satisfy the additional require-
ments are shown on the right side. When all of the steps are
completed and the design requirements are fulfilled, the first
prototype can be built.

The design process of an electric machine is thus a highly
iterative process and, for that reason, many concepts need to

Fig. 1. Design flow chart for a high-speed permanent magnet synchronous
machine

be analyzed before the final solution is found. The required
calculations can first be done with analytical electromagnetic,
thermal and structural analyses in order to constrain the
dimensions. The constrained dimensions can then be used as
a starting point in subsequent steps. Finite Element Method
(FEM) analysis can be used in the verification or to study the
structure in more detail.

The proposed design process is specially developed and
tested for a HS PMSM having 6 slots and 2 poles. The decision
to consider a specific type of machine was made in order
to limit the machine topology design variations, simplify the
initial design stage and concentrate on the special features
of the proposed machine topology. The selected electrical
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machine topology is justified with the following reasons.
Firstly, one of the boundary conditions of the design was

reasonable manufacturing costs. This was taken into account
in the design flow. The topology with the lowest possible slot
number allows, in principle, cost effectiveness in manufactur-
ing. Noguchi et al. [11] compared a 3-slot motor to a 6-slot
motor with TC windings for a HS application. According to
their results, a 3-slot motor has high unbalanced forces and
higher rotor losses compared to a 6-slot motor. Consequently,
a 6-slot stator was selected for both high-speed machines
developed in this work. Secondly, the machines have two poles
and, thereby, the iron losses are lower compared to solutions
with a higher number of poles at the considered operational
frequencies. Finally, TC windings were selected to achieve a
reasonable solution for short end windings axial protrusion
length.

Tooth-coil windings may be criticized in this kind of app-
lication because the fundamental winding factor is greatly
reduced by the very narrow winding step. Actually, the winding
factor is only kw1 = 0.5, while in the case of a full pitch
q = 1 winding it is kw1 = 1. However, in HS machines the
number of winding turns is often so low that doubling them
does not significantly harm machine performance. Indeed, the
amount of copper can be about the same in TC windings
and full pitch windings as the full pitch winding ends are
so long compared to the compact end windings in the case
of TC windings. However, even if copper losses increase due
to the higher number of turns, their share in the total loss
distribution is negligible compared to other losses, as will
be shown later. Iron and rotor losses are increased with TC
windings due to the higher air gap harmonic content compared
to distributed windings. An alternative solution which enables
short end windings axial protrusion length is Gramme ring
windings [12].

The 9 design steps (Fig. 1) are explained in detail in the
following subsections.

A. Step 1. Requirements List
The requirements list contains all the requirements and

wishes that the final product should and could fulfill. At
the beginning of the design process, several parameters and
values need to be defined in order to achieve fluent design
flow. The requirements list can be updated after each step,
for example, when the maximum rotor diameter has been
defined. Table I shows an example of a requirements list. In
addition to electrical, mechanical and thermal information of
the type shown in Table I, the requirements list should include
other information such as sealing information and requirements
originating from applicable industrial standards, for example,
the required degree of protection against intrusions in the
casing.

After the design engineers have studied the requirements list
they have to prepare the specification. The specification must
be based on a system feasibility study. In the specification,
extra technical information regarding the system may be added.
When the feasibility study has been completed, it is possible
to move to Step 2.

TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF REQUIREMENTS LIST

Requirement/Wishes Requirement Wish

Rated speed 31 200 rpm -
Nominal power 11 kW -
Efficiency at nominal point > 90 % > 95 %
Axial length < 150 mm < 130 mm
Bearing type Ball bearing -
Mechanical safety factor 2.0 -
Thermal class 155 120
Cooling method Liquid -
Rotor material Austenitic steel -
Rotordynamics Undercritical -
IP class IP55 -
Manufacturing price per unit < 25 000 EUR < 15 000 EUR
Maintenance period 2 years -

It should be noted that the magnet material was not defined
in the requirements list for the prototypes in this study. Infor-
mation about the PM material is required to set the maximum
shaft diameter in Step 2. If the magnet material is not defined
in the requirements list, the next step could be evaluation with
commonly used neodymium (NdFeB)- and samarium-cobalt
(SmCo) magnets. Further, in Step 3 the required thermal class
directly affects the magnet material selection.

B. Step 2. Limiting Rotor Size
The aim of the second step is to determine the limits on

rotor size for rotation at the nominal speed with a required
safety factor. As the rotation speed increases, the centrifugal
force creates greater stresses on the structure and the maximum
diameter can be determined based on the properties of the used
material. In the proposed design process, a rotor structure with
a full cylindrical magnet and a retaining sleeve is implemented.
Fig. 2 illustrates the cross-section of the rotor structure.

In most cases, the sleeve material used should be austenitic
steel or another non-magnetic material to avoid PM flux
leakage and additional eddy-current losses. Contact between
the magnet and sleeve should be maintained at all times.
In practice, this means that the interference fit should be
maintained for all operation conditions, while simultaneously
ensuring a large enough safety margin relative to the yield
strength of the material.

The permanent magnet material is affected by the expansion
of the centrifugal forces and in the case of SmCo material
the temperature increase. NdFeB permanent magnet material
has a negative thermal expansion coefficient perpendicular to
the magnetization direction, which causes magnet contraction

rPM

rSLi

rSLo

Retaining
Sleeve 

Permanent 
Magnet

Fig. 2. Rotor structure with the dimensions used in the shrink fit calculation
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as the rotor temperature rises. The sleeve is affected by
the expansion due to the centrifugal forces and increasing
temperature [13].

The total expansion of the magnet and the sleeve (εPM and
εSL) can be calculated by considering the expansion due to
rotation speed (εPMΩ and εSLΩ) together with the expansion
due to thermal expansion (εPMtemp and εSLtemp) as:

εPM(r) = εPMΩ + εPMtemp

= 3+νPM
8 ρPMΩ 2 1−νPM

EPM
r
[
rPM

2 − 1+νPM
3+νPM

r2
]
+ αPMr∆T ,

εSL(r) = εSLΩ + εSLtemp

= 3+νSL
8 ρSLΩ 2 1−νSL

ESL
r[

r2
SLi + r2

SLo − 1+νSL
3+νSL

r2 + 1+νSL
1−νSL

r2
SLir

2
SLo

r2

]
+ αSLr∆T ,

(1)

where r is the radius from the center from which the expan-
sion is calculated, subscripts PM and SL refer to the magnet
and sleeve respectively, ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the given
material, ρ is the material density, Ω is the rotation speed, E
is the modulus of elasticity, rPM is the magnet radius, rSLi is
the sleeve inner radius and rSLo is the sleeve outer radius, α is
the thermal expansion coefficient, and ∆T is the temperature
difference from room temperature. The temperature value is
selected close to the permanent magnet material operation
limit to ensure reliable operation at critical conditions. The
temperature is updated after the detailed thermal analysis is
performed in Step 7 and the next design iteration begins. The
dimensions are shown in Fig. 2.

In a HS PMSM the magnet and sleeve should be fixed in
a way that the produced torque is transmitted to the rotor
shaft. This is usually done by manufacturing the sleeve smaller
than the magnet outer diameter and utilizing the temperature
difference to install the sleeve over the magnet, so-called
shrink fit or interference fit. The interference fit between the
magnet and sleeve should be selected so that neither the
yield strength of the magnet nor the sleeve are exceeded,
nor the maximum temperature of the permanent magnet. The
dynamical interference fit, λ , can be calculated by considering
the total expansion calculated in (1) and reducing that amount
from the designed static interference fit, εsinterf, amount as
λ = εPM+εSL−εsinterf. The dynamic contact pressure between
the magnet and the sleeve, pc, can be calculated as:

pc =
λ rPMEPMESL(r2

PM − r2
SLo)((

r4
PM − r2

PMr2
SLo
)

νSL − r4
PM − r2

PMr2
SLo
)

EPM+((
−r4

PM + r2
PMr2

SLo
)

νPM + r4
PM − r2

PMr2
SLo
)

ESL

.

(2)

The stresses due to the rotation speed, thermal effect and
pressure from the interference fit are highest at the contact
point between the magnet and sleeve. Tangential (t) and radial
(r) stresses can be calculated as a function of r based on the

contact pressure, rotation of the magnet and sleeve as:

σrc =
r2
SLi pc−r2

SLo po

r2
SLo−r2

SLi
− r2

SLir
2
SLo(ps−po)

r2(r2
SLo−r2

SLi)
,

σtc =
r2
SLi pc−r2

SLo po

r2
SLo−r2

SLi
+

r2
SLir

2
SLo(ps−po)

r2(r2
SLo−r2

SLi)
,

σrPMΩ = 3+νPM
8 ρPMΩ 2[rPM − r2],

σtPMΩ = 3+νPM
8 ρPMΩ 2[rPM − 1+3νPM

3+νPM
r2],

σrSLΩ = 3+νSL
8 ρSLΩ 2[r2

SLi + r2
SLo − r2 − r2

SLir
2
SLo

r2 ],

σtSLΩ = 3+νSL
8 ρSLΩ 2[r2

SLi + r2
SLo − 1+3νSL

3+νSL
r2 +

r2
SLir

2
SLo

r2 ],

(3)

where po is the pressure in the electrical machine (air). Using
the superposition theorem, the radial and tangential stresses in
the sleeve can be summed into σrtot = σrc +σrSLΩ and σttot =
σtc+σtSLΩ, and the VonMises stress can then be calculated as
σvmises =

√
σ2

ttot −σttotσrtot +σ2
rtot [14].

C. Step 3. Design of the Active Part of the Machine

Once the maximum rotor outer diameter has been defined,
electromagnetic design can be commenced. Based on the
requirements list and stress analysis information, the initial
rotor diameter and length are calculated. The length/diameter
ratio, χ , is a parameter that strongly affects the final machine
design performance because the electrical machine rotor length
influences the rotordynamics and the rotor diameter influences
the mechanical losses [15].

It is important to remember at this stage that the actual rotor
length in a PM machine must be selected such that it is longer
than in a machine with winding-created current linkage. To
utilize the armature optimally and to avoid performance drop,
the PM length, lPM, should be selected as lPM ≈ l+2δe. Where
l is the physical length of the stator stack and δe is the magnetic
air gap length [16]. In other words, the PM rotor length must
be at least two magnetic air gaps longer than the stator core
length.

The analytical electromagnetic design process follows the
procedure described in [13]. The different optimization tech-
niques for PMSMs can be found in [17]. During the machine
electromagnetic design, the stator and the rotor are calculated
simultaneously. The stator part itself is not critical in the
further rotordynamics analysis. However, the end windings
axial protrusion length will affect the total rotor length and
the rotordynamics.

The materials are defined at this stage. The selection of the
materials is closely connected to the electrical machine design.
The influence of the material selection on the design process
is shown with the examples of the developed prototypes in
Section III-A. The materials can be changed to meet the
requirements, as shown in Fig. 1.

After the machine electromagnetic design has been verified
by FEM, the machine parameters are grouped and are sent to
the relevant steps for further design and analysis. The stator
dimensions and materials selection are transferred to Step 6 for
the casing design. The information about the rotor materials
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and dimensions is sent to the next step, Step 3, for simulation
of the dynamic behaviour of the full rotor.

A preliminary decision about the cooling method is made
during the electromagnetic design. The calculated machine
losses are then sent to Step 7 for detailed cooling analysis.

Manufacturing and assembly limitations must be taken into
account during the electromagnetic design to avoid extra
iteration steps. These limitations are, for example, fixtures on
the outer diameter of the stator.

Once the electromagnetic design of a HS machine is ready, it
must be verified that the rotor diameter is below the given limit.
If it is not possible to design the electrical machine within the
limitation calculated in Step 2, other rotor materials must be
selected. In this case, Steps 2 and 3 must be repeated.

D. Step 4. Initial Rotordynamics Analysis
The aim of the initial rotordynamics analysis is to determine

the feasibility of the proposed structure. At this point, the
maximum diameter and length of the rotor of the electrical
machine are known. The length and diameter of the other parts
of the rotor, such as end windings, seals, bearings and attach-
ments to the rotor, e.g. impellers, should be approximated. The
added mass and inertia of the impellers or couplings as well
as the connection method should be known to enable accurate
prediction of the dynamic behavior. When the conceptual rotor
is known, the model can then be built and analyzed. The
operational speed of the electrical machine is known from the
requirements list, so rotor performance in that speed region
can be evaluated. As a rule of thumb, the critical speeds
should be ±15 % from the operational speed to guarantee
good performance [18]. If the results are unsatisfactory, for
example, the rotor is above the first critical frequency at the
operational point, the length/diameter ratio can be modified
and Steps 2 and 3 repeated. It is also possible to operate above
the critical frequencies, but greater demands are then placed
on the bearings in order to pass the critical frequency.

The developed prototypes utilize a TC windings configura-
tion. Fig. 3 shows the effect of TC windings and distributed
windings (DW) on the rotor structure. The top part of Fig.
3 shows the original structure used in the critical speed map
analysis shown in Fig. 4. This rotor design is possible when
TC windings are implemented, due to the shorter end windings
protrusion length in 2-pole machines.

The bottom part of Fig. 3 shows the 50% longer center
part structure used in the critical speed map analysis shown
in Fig. 4. This longer rotor structure is an excessive result of
utilizing conventional DW. The end windings axial protrusion
length is about 50% greater than with TC windings as shown
in [19]. Moreover, with DW there is uncertainty in the final end

Fig. 3. Rotor structure for tooth-coil winding machine (top) and 50 % longer
middle part for a full pitch distributed winding machine (bottom).

windings protrusion length because of manufacturing aspects.
The longer rotor represents the case where the end windings
require more space than assumed in the initial analysis. Prac-
tically, the longer the rotor the lower are the critical speeds. A
rotor that requires high critical speeds has to be short. Short
design also leads to a smaller and lighter machine, which is
usually a desired feature.

A critical speed map for the example structures in Fig. 3
is shown in Fig. 4. Use of a critical speed map is a clear
way to see the relationship of the support stiffness to the
critical speeds. The horizontal axis in the figure gives the
support stiffness and the vertical axis shows the critical speeds.
Supports in the rotors are usually bearings and selection of the
bearing topology enables a specific stiffness to be achieved.
The critical speed map is calculated without damping at zero
rotation speed and thus it does not consider the gyroscopic
effect. Knowledge of the approximated critical speed permits
the general rotor-support behavior to be determined. The solid
lines refer to the TC structure and the dashed lines to the
structure in which the largest diameter part of the shaft is 50%
longer. The vertical lines represent typical bearing stiffnesses
with different bearing topologies. Magnetic bearings have a
stiffness value of 1 · 106 N/m, journal bearings 5 · 107 N/m,
and ball bearings 1 ·108 N/m. The bearing stiffness margin in
Fig. 4 is ± 10% and the given values are in the radial direction.

Fig. 4 shows that increasing the length of the rotor leads
to lower critical speeds. For example, with ball bearings the
achievable stiffnesses are in range of 1 · 108 N/m. With TC
windings, the first critical speed is 70 000 rpm, the second
72 000 rpm and the third 145 000 rpm. If the active part
length is increased by 50% because of the distributed windings,
the first critical speed drops to 35 000 rpm, the second to 71
000 rpm, and the third to 100 000 rpm. In this case, the first
and the third critical speeds have the biggest change when the
length is increased as the second critical speed is almost the
same with both models. By extension of the active part length,
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the first critical speed is reduced to half that of the original
structure. For undercritical operation with 20% safety margin
the machine with TC windings could be driven at the rated
speed of 56 000 rpm and the machine with DW at the rated
speed of 28 000 rpm.

E. Step 5. Bearing Selection

The bearing selection step is related to the previous step
in which the feasibility of the rotordynamics was determined.
The most commonly used bearing types are explained here and
special parameters related to such bearings are determined.

The most commonly used bearing type are rolling element
bearings such as ball and spherical roller bearings. This type of
bearing is used in low and medium speed rotating machines.
These bearings have the highest stiffness, as can be seen in
Fig. 4 (black vertical line). As the rotation speed increases
the centrifugal forces push the rolling elements to the outer
ring and the stiffness at the center of the bearing consequently
decreases [20]. With high-speed operations, this topology re-
quires special design, and lightweight rolling elements should
be used, e.g., ceramic silicon nitride balls. Ceramic balls offer
the additional benefit of prevention of bearing currents. Rolling
element bearings are a passive type of bearing and variation
in the bearing properties depends on the installation process.

Fluid film bearings are used when higher damping and
higher rotation speed are required. Very high rotation speeds
can be achieved with this type of bearing due to the discon-
tinuity between the pads. Tilted bearing pads can be used to
give better damping. The stiffness achieved with this type of
bearing is lower than with ball bearings, which affects the
operational range, as can be seen in Fig. 4 [21].

Active Magnetic Bearings (AMBs) generally have lower
stiffness values than ball or journal bearings. However, they
enable active control of the stiffness and damping values.
Because there is no mechanical contact between the rotor and
the bearing, this type of bearing can be used in high-speed
applications. The maximum speed is limited by the stress
on the electrical lamination sheets that are required on the
shaft at the radial bearing location or by the bandwidth of the
control system. Very-high-speed solutions with AMBs have
been reported in [22], [23].

Despite the many advantages of AMBs, such as low friction,
cleanliness, the possibility of actively controlling the rotor-
dynamics, etc., these bearings bring also significant design
challenges as they need extra length and add to the mass
of the rotor causing, therefore, easily exacerbating problems
with rotordynamics. AMBs may allow supercritical speeds but
naturally the control challenges are then emphasized. AMBs, in
principle, allow the highest speeds but require the longest rotor.
Shorter rotors permit higher critical speeds and can be made
with traditional ball bearings but do not allow high speeds.
Fluid film bearings are widely used. The space needed for
these bearings is fairly low but the bearings generate high
losses and naturally the lubricating system needed increases
the complexity of the fluid bearing systems.

F. Step 6. Casing Design
The casing provides support for the rotating part and protects

the inner part of the machine from the environment. All the
requirements given in Step 1, such as cooling concept, elec-
trical connections and measurement connections (temperature,
pressure etc.) should be met in the casing design step.

In Step 4, the initial rotordynamics analysis is performed
with an assumption of rigid support as it has not been defined
at that point. When the casing is known, its stiffness can be
calculated with structural FEM software. Study by Nicholas
and Barrett [24] shows that the casing stiffness influences the
rotor’s dynamical performance by lowering the critical speeds.
Thus, a rotordynamic model that includes bearing support
stiffness will predict the actual critical speeds more accurately.

The clearance required for the seals between the different
parts should be considered for the operating temperature range.
However, as the cooling is not yet fixed, a couple of design
loops exist between the casing design (Step 6) and cooling
design (Step 7).

The casing dimensions must be below the values specified
in the requirements. If the outer dimensions exceed the limits,
the power density of the machine must be increased in Step 3.
Any power density increase must be taken into account from
the cooling system design point of view.

G. Step 7. Cooling Design
The results from the previous steps are utilized in the

cooling design to ensure that the machine operating temper-
ature remains low enough for safe operation. The main input
parameters of the cooling design are the dimensions of the
machine and the materials used, including information about
the shrink fits, rotation speed, losses (electromagnetic and
mechanical losses) and allowed temperature rise. The most
common cooling method in HS electrical machinery is forced
air cooling, where an additional blower or a shaft mounted
blower are utilized to create sufficient cooling air flow to
remove heat from the interior parts of the machine. In addition
to forced air cooling, liquid cooling solutions are also widely
used in industrial applications. In its simplest form, liquid
cooling involves the machining of cooling channels into the
frame tube above the stator stack. The heat is transferred
mostly by thermal conduction from the inner parts of the
machine to the liquid cooled frame tube in the radial direction
through the stator iron. Combinations of forced air and liquid
cooling methods also exist [25]. A comprehensive state-of-
the-art survey of cooling solutions for high-speed electrical
machines can be found e.g. in [26].

In order to select the most cost efficient cooling method,
thermal analysis of the electrical machine is needed. The result
of the thermal analysis is the temperature distribution of the
machine structure at a given volumetric cooling fluid flow rate.
The volumetric cooling fluid flow rate needed and the total
pressure drop in the cooling channel constitute the basis of
the blower or pump selection.

Thermal analysis can be done utilizing lumped parameters,
FEM or computation fluid dynamics (CFD). In most cases,
lumped parameter based thermal analysis is accurate enough
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and in terms of required computational time is the best
option for practical design purposes [27], [28]. The results
of the lumped parameter based analysis are the maximum and
average values of the temperature in the stator windings, stator
core, PM and rotor sleeve, which will then be compared with
the acceptable values. The pressure drop within the cooling
fluid flow passages can be analytically calculated utilizing the
calculated cooling fluid flow rate and the dimensions of the
cooling fluid flow passages.

If at this step the calculated temperatures are higher than
the selected materials can tolerate, changes are required at
the electromagnetic design stage, Step 3. This problem can
be approached in several ways: an alternative cooling method
capable of dissipating more heat could be proposed or the
machine type or topology changed. A less radical solution
might be via loss minimization, which can usually be achieved
through the use of different materials, by implementing struc-
tural changes, or via geometry optimization.

H. Step 8. Detailed Rotordynamics Analysis

The conceptual rotordynamics was calculated in Step 4 and
the conceptual suitability determined. In Step 4 the support was
assumed to be attached to rigid ground. At this point, more
details can be implemented to the rotordynamic analysis, for
example, more detailed casing stiffness (initially considered in
Step 6) can be included in the analysis.

Cooling design requirements and tolerances for the seals
can be included in the rotordynamics analysis. In Step 4
the seals were conceptual. Additional features that require
modifications to the shaft should also be included in the
detailed rotordynamics analysis, for example, shoulders for the
sensors, fixture holes and shoulders for the seals (e.g. labyrinth
seals). The dynamic behaviour of the rotor can be studied as
it grows or shrink during operation (sensitivity analysis). This
is essential if the rotor is very long, and also if seals are used.

I. Step 9. Manufacturing, Assembly, and Commissioning

At this point, many design constraints have already been set
and the structure can be considered as fulfilling the require-
ments list. The design details now need to be transferred to the
manufacturing drawings. In this step it would be beneficial to
know what tools are available in the manufacturing workshop
in order to avoid special machining (which is usually more
costly). Some parts such as the casing should be separated
into sections so that they can be manufactured and assembled
easily [29]. The aim is to use as many stock sized parts as
possible as they are reasonable priced and do not require long
machining times.

At the manufacturing stage, the devices required are detailed
and arrangements and reservations made for their use. Any
special tools that might be required should be designed at
this point. Examples of such tools are different kinds of jigs
to temporarily hold parts in place until the final attachment
is completed. The required sensors and controls can also
be ordered (and designed) at the beginning of the prototype
manufacturing process.

One of the first activities in the commissioning step is to
check the requirements list in Step 1 for special tests that might
be needed. In every case, however, the cooling method, rotor
and electric machine should be tested to ensure that they fulfil
the design requirements and have the required performance.
The rotor can be tested before assembly with Experimental
Modal Analysis (EMA). EMA reveals the free-free natural
frequencies, which can be compared to the rotordynamics
model used in the analyses. The model can then be modified
to agree more accurately with the actual rotor performance.
It should be noted that in high-speed rotors there is always
variation in the natural frequencies of each rotor due to
manufacturing imperfections and differences in fittings and
tolerances of the complete rotor assembly.

III. CASE STUDIES

All the steps of the design flow (Fig. 1) were applied to two
HS PMSMs. The features of the designed electrical machines
that affect the design flow are described in this section.

The designed prototypes under examination have similar
electrical machine topology. Fig. 5 illustrates the topology
of the 3.5 kW and the 11 kW PMSM respectively. In both
cases, the rotor consists of a full cylindrical magnet, which is
diametrically magnetized.

The PM is inserted inside the retaining sleeve using a
shrink fit method in which the sleeve is heated and the cold
magnet inserted inside. The magnet is made of one piece
and the retaining sleeve materials in both machines are non
magnetic; therefore, no additional forces affect the PM during
the installation into the sleeve.

Sintered PM materials are well suited for this kind of instal-
lation as they have high pressure tolerance. It must, however
be borne in mind that the temperatures in the magnet material
must remain low enough during the rotor assembly not to affect
the material magnetization. Without special arrangements the
magnet is, in principle, in air during this work and its flux
density is, therefore, very low. This may be critical if the
sleeve temperature is high and heat is transferred to the magnet
material after sliding it into the sleeve. This installation phase
must be studied by FEA and the stresses caused compared to

Fig. 5. (a) 3.5 kW High-Speed Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor
geometry, (b) 11 kW High-Speed Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator
geometry
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TABLE II. DESIGNED MACHINES MECHANICAL STRESSES

Machine parameter 3.5 kW PMSM 11 kW PMSM

Shrink fit λ ,mm 0.014 0.017
Temperature T, ◦C 120 120
Maximum stresses at contact boundary

Radial stress σr, MPa -21 -4
Tangential σt, MPa 162 70
von Mises σvmises, MPa 174 72

Safety factor to yield strength 5.0 (880 MPa) 2.8 (205 MPa)

the J,H-chart of the PM material. As a remedy this phase can
also be realized inside a ferromagnetic special steel tube tool
to enable higher flux density before cooling the rotor.

A. Materials

Although the two machines under consideration have similar
topology the parts are made of different materials. The material
selection of the retaining sleeve affects the overall high-speed
machine design, especially with a hollow shaft constructions.
The sleeve has to tolerate stresses from the centrifugal forces,
and boundary surface contact between the PM and the sleeve
must exist throughout the machine operation [30]. In addition,
in configurations with hollow shaft, the torque is transferred
through the retaining sleeve only.

In both machines in this study, the magnet retaining sleeves
are made of an electrically conductive material and rotor losses
due to eddy-currents will therefore exist. With skillful design
these losses do not usually lead to a significant efficiency
drop [31]. Nevertheless, if heat dissipation from the rotor is
poor, the sleeve eddy-current losses could cause irreversible
demagnetization of the PM because of direct heating of the
magnet. Thus, material electromagnetic properties place some
restrictions on selection of the material of the magnet retaining
sleeve. Study of different sleeve materials for HS applications
can be found, for instance, in [32].

A titanium retaining sleeve was selected for the 3.5 kW
PMSM. Titanium, for example Ti-6AL-4V, has exceptional
mechanical properties and its conductivity is equal to 5.8 ·105

S/m, which is 70 % lower than stainless steel conductivity.
Austenitic stainless steel AISI 316L was selected as the
retaining sleeve material for the 11 kW generator. This material
has higher conductivity and 77 % less yield strength than Ti-
6AL-4V. However, the price of the material is lower and it is
widely available.

The mechanical stresses exerted in the rotor at the magnet-
sleeve area are presented in Table II. The highest stresses occur
between the boundary of the magnet and sleeve. Maximum
interference is utilized in the analysis. The sleeve is required to
be under compression (negative value) to the magnet in order
to transfer the produced torque. The stresses were studied at
the rated speed.

The PM material is SmCo in both prototypes. The key
reasons for selection of a SmCo PM were the eddy-current
losses in the magnet retaining sleeve and the compact design of
the whole system. The impeller works close to the PM and its
working temperature is above 260◦C. SmCo can tolerate higher

TABLE III. MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE DESIGNED MACHINES

Machine parameter 3.5 kW PMSM 11 kW PMSM

Rated speed nn, min−1 45000 31200
Number of poles p 2 2
Number of stator slots Qs 6 6
Rated torque Tn, Nm 0.74 3.36
Rotor outer diameter Do, m 0.039 0.046
Physical air-gap legth δ , m 0.002 0.003
External diameter De, m 0.140 0.242
Active length l, m 0.022 0.060
Permanent magnet material SmCo SmCo
Permanent magnet remanence Br, T 1.10 1.12
Stator stack lamination material NO10 M-270-35A
Retaining sleeve material Titanium Stainless steel
Magnetic wedges material Spindurol Magnoval 2067
Bearing type Magnetic bearing Ball bearing

temperatures than other PM materials and, as a consequence,
the machine has a higher possible operating temperature with-
out the risk of an irreversible demagnetization. The drawback
of this material is the higher cost.

The key parameters of the designed machines are given in
Table III. The stack lamination material is NO10 for the 3.5
kW machine. This material has low per unit losses and its
thickness is 0.1 mm. These factors reduce the iron losses,
but the stack space factor is only 0.93. M-270-35A steel was
selected for the 11 kW PMSM stator stack. Compared to
NO10 it has higher per unit losses at high frequencies and
the thickness is equal to 0.35 mm, which together increase the
iron losses. The benefits of the material are its easy availability
and low price with respect to the NO10. In both machines, the
lamination sheets were laser cut.

Magnetic wedges were inserted between the tooth tips in
both machines. Utilization of magnetic wedges decreases the
slot harmonics in the air gap, which, in turn, reduces rotor
eddy-current losses. Spindurol, which was used for the 3.5 kW
machine, has a relative permeability of 2.4 at 0.7 T. The 11
kW generator has Magnoval 2067 wedges between the tooth
tips. This material has a relative permeability of 2.9 at 0.7 T.
Rotor loss reduction in the 11 kW PMSM due to the magnetic
wedges is presented in [33].

B. Geometry
Geometry optimization is required to minimize losses.

The designed machines have different loss minimization ap-
proaches and, therefore, χ = 0.55 in the 3.5 kW machine and χ
= 1.3 in the 11 kW machine. The length/diameter ratio dictates
the proportion of active (in slots) and passive (end windings)
copper in the stator.

The increased magnetic air gap limits the flux density
variations due to both slot and current linkage harmonics [34],
[35]. With the non-magnetic sleeves used, the magnetic air gap
lengths are 5 mm and 5.5 mm in the 3.5 kW and the 11 kW
machines respectively.

The majority of the losses in the conductive sleeves occur
on the outer diameter of the sleeve [31]; thus, to further reduce
the rotor losses, the actual physical air gap length should be
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Fig. 6. (a) 3.5 kW High-Speed Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor stator,
(b) 11 kW High-Speed Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator stator

increased [36]. Following the temperature analysis in Step 7
the stainless steel sleeve thickness in the 11 kW PMSM was
consequently reduced. New rotor parameters were transferred
to Step 2 for the structural analysis. New design iteration of
the active part was done in Step 3 and the new loss values
were used in Step 7 for the thermal analysis. Retaining sleeve
thickness equal to 2.5 mm was found to be optimum from the
mechanical and thermal points of view. This sleeve thickness
is the minimum achievable without special machining.

Fig. 6 (a) shows a photo of the 3.5 kW PMSM stator
prototype. The machine was made open slot to allow the tooth-
coils to be inserted as prefabricated on the teeth. However,
analysis of a similar HS machine with 6 slots and 2 poles
has shown that the eddy-current distribution gets smaller with
increasing tooth tip width [37]. In the 11 kW machine the
teeth were made semi-closed. The winding work is more
complicated and the copper space factor is lower with a semi-
closed slot, and a segmented stator structure was therefore
implemented.

The segmented stator structure makes it possible to capital-
ize on the TC windings. Because of the TC windings selection
both machines under consideration have electrically and mag-
netically isolated phase windings and their fault tolerance is
higher [38], [39]. For the 11 kW machine, the prefabricated
segmented stator subassemblies enable low-cost high-volume
manufacturing, despite the semi-closed slots.

Fig. 6 (b) shows a photo of the 11 kW HS PMSM stator
prototype. Geometry optimization was done taking into consid-
eration the selection of lamination with higher per unit losses
and greater thickness. The stator yoke was made exceptionally
thick to reduce flux density and, hence, decrease iron losses.
The optimization procedure is described in detail in [19].

IV. LOSS ANALYSIS

The losses are calculated in Step 3 of the design flow. The
loss distribution is of great importance in a HS PMSM. Due
to the limited volume, the total losses and their particular
components have to be calculated accurately to enable accurate
cooling system design (Step 7) and ensure reliable machine
operation.

The mechanical losses can be estimated from bearing fric-
tion torque with an empirical approach proposed by Palmgren

[40]. The total friction torque consists of the viscous friction
torque and the load-dependent friction torque. Depending on
the application, axial load and rubbing seals might also require
examination. The total friction can be estimated by summing
the different torque components as:

Tfriction = T1 +T2, (4)

where T1 is the viscous friction torque, and T2 is the load
dependent friction torque. Viscous friction torque can be
calculated as:

T1 = 10−7 f0(ν n)2/3 d3
M, (5)

where f0 is an index for the bearing and lubrication type.
For deep-groove ball bearings, the range is 0.7 (light series)
to 2.0 (heavy series) when grease lubrication is used. Values
can be found from literature, for example, Brändlein et al.
[41]. ν is the operating viscosity (cSt), n is the bearing speed
(rpm), and dM is the mean diameter of the bearing inner- and
outer diameter or the so-called pitch circle (mm). The load
dependent friction torque can be calculated as:

T2 = f1Fmean d3
M, (6)

where f1 is a factor for the load. For a radial bearing with
a cage the values range from 0.0002 (light series) to 0.0004
(heavy series) [41]. Fmean is the mean load acting on the
bearings.

The power can then be calculated:

Pρ,bearing = TfrictionΩ . (7)

AST 7005 AC bearings were used in the experimental setup
of the 11 kW machine. The power losses associated with the
resisting drag torque of the rotating cylinder are:

Pρ,w1 =
1

32
kCMπρΩ 3D4

r lr, (8)

where k is a roughness coefficient (for a smooth surface k = 1,
usually k = 1 – 1.4), CM the torque coefficient, ρ the density
of the coolant, Dr the rotor diameter, and lr the rotor length.
The torque coefficient CM depends on the Couette Reynolds
number, Reδ . Implementation of magnetic wedges makes the
air gap homogeneous and reduces the roughness coefficient.

The end surface power losses are:

Pρ,w2 =
1
64

CMρΩ 3(D5
r −D5

ri), (9)

where Dri is the shaft outer diameter and the torque coefficient
CM depends now on the tip Reynolds number Rer [13].

The total calculated mechanical losses, Pmech, consist of the
windage and bearing losses and are the sum of Equations (7
– 9).

The iron, copper and rotor eddy-current losses were calcu-
lated using FEM in Step 3. The calculated loss distributions
of both machines under consideration at the rated operational
point are shown in Table IV.
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TABLE IV. LOSS DISTRIBUTION OF THE 3.5 KW AND THE 11 KW
MACHINES

Losses Type 3.5 kW PMSM 11 kW PMSM

Copper losses, W 104 88
Stator Iron losses, W 121 100
Rotor Sleeve losses, W 25 34
Rotor Magnet losses, W 4 11
Additional losses, W 17 22
Mechanical losses, W 125 456

Total losses, W 396 711

In the 11 kW PMSM, the mechanical losses are the major
component of the total losses. Even with copper loss increase
due to the lower winding factor or iron and rotor losses
increase due to the higher harmonic content of TC windings
the mechanical losses are dominant. With the 3.5 kW PMSM
the copper, iron, and mechanical loss shares are balanced.
The reduction of the mechanical losses was possible due to
implementation of AMBs.

The result of the loss calculations for the 11 kW PMSM at
different speeds and loads is shown in the efficiency map in
Fig. 7.

V. MEASUREMENTS

Test planning and execution during the commissioning
(Step 9) vary depending on the customer’s requirements,
the machine’s operating environment and the manufacturer’s
facilities.

Back-EMF measurements of the 3.5 kW PMSM showed
very good agreement with FEM simulations. The difference
between the simulated value 209.9 V and the measured value
211.7 V is below 1 %.

Efficiency measurements of this machine were limited by
the converter performance and coupling problems between the
AMB supported test machine and the eddy current brake. For
the aforementioned reasons, the maximum operational speed
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during the tests was only 25 000 rpm. The measurement results
are shown in Fig. 8. The calculated rated point efficiency at
45 000 rpm was 88 % whereas the measured efficiency at 25
000 rpm was 83 %.

A special measurement installation was manufactured to test
the developed 11 kW PMSM separately from the final product
system. The installation comprised the electrical machine in
a protective case with a forced air cooling system, an eddy-
current brake with water cooling, and a joint coupling between
them. The designed 11 kW PMSM worked in the motor mode
and the input power from the frequency converter was mea-
sured with a Yokogawa PZ-4000 power analyzer. The output
power was calculated by multiplication of the torque and speed
measured by the eddy-current brake. More detailed information
about the test setup can be found in [42]. No-load and load
tests were conducted to verify the design methodology and
loss calculations.

Fig. 9 shows the measured efficiency map of the 11 kW
PMSM. A comparison with the calculated efficiency map,
illustrated in Fig. 7, shows that in the low speed region the
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actual losses are higher than the calculated ones. This may be
partly explained by extra losses in the joint coupling, which
were not included in calculation of the losses. This hypothesis
is supported by the significant difference in the calculated and
measured losses at no-load.

At high-speed, however, there is good agreement between
the calculated and measured results. For instance, at the rated
point n = 31 200 rpm and T = 3.36 Nm, the efficiency
difference is below 1 %. This result indicates that the loss
calculations discussed in Section IV are fairly reliable. Good
agreement of the measured and calculated results indicates the
high accuracy of the proposed design methodology for the
studied HS PMSMs.

The overall efficiency of the designed machine at the rated
point is about 92 %. The electrical efficiency of the machine
is above 97 %, since the mechanical losses form about two
thirds of the total machine losses. The selected machine
topology is very well suitable for HS operation due to the
rather high efficiency, robust mechanical design and reduced
manufacturing costs.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a design methodology for high-speed
permanent magnet synchronous machines. By following the
proposed design flow, the design process becomes systematic
and straightforward. The outcome leads to shorter design time
due to a reduction in the number of iterations and mistakes.
Additionally, unnecessary parallel working is avoided. The
proposed design methodology divides the tasks between dif-
ferent engineering disciplines clearly. Every step of the design
flow is described. Critical design issues regarding electromag-
netics, mechanical stresses, rotordynamics, thermal analyze,
manufacturing and assembly are highlighted.

The design methodology is applied to two HS PMSMs
having the same electric machine topology. The designed
machines have different loss minimization approaches. The
influence of utilization of TC windings in a 2-pole machine
on rotordynamics is demonstrated by showing the reduced
winding space effect on the critical speeds.

The 11 kW machine measurements results are in good
agreement with the results calculated using the presented
design methodology, which verifies that the methodology is
suitable for HS PMSM design and fairly accurate. The high
measured electrical efficiency of the 6-slot 2-pole HS PMSM
with TC windings confirms that this topology selection for a
HS operation is well reasoned.

In future work, this design methodology can be refined
so that it can be adapted to other HS electrical machine
topologies, while following the same process at the conceptual
level.
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Abstract
Mechanical and electro-magnetic limitations of high-speed tooth-coil electrical machines having 6 slots
and 2 poles are investigated. The paper analyses the performance of a designed high-speed Permanent
Magnet Synchronous Generator with Tooth-Coil windings (TC-PMSM) with the topology mentioned.
The generator nominal power is designed for 11 kW and nominal rotation speed is set to 31 200 rpm.

Introduction
High-speed electrical machines are today a mature and proven technology area. The development of
such machines is constantly growing because of the need for the high-speed solution in turbochargers,
mechanical turbo-compounding systems, aero engine spools, helicopter engines, racing engines and fuel
pumps [1]. The reason for that is a number of advantages, for instance, high power and torque density,
simplification of the system by removing a gearbox. Thereby, direct drives reduce weight, costs and
improve a reliability of the system [2].
Tooth-coil (TC) windings are becoming popular in different applications. First of all, both single and
double layer tooth-coil windings are cheap to manufacture and are therefore an interesting alternative
also for low-power high-speed machines if the problems related to the high amount of harmonic current
linkages can be solved. One of the main advantages of using TC windings in high-speed applications is
the short end windings. Especially, in case of two-pole machines the traditional windings have extremely
large end windings that force the rotor long and therefore easily supercritical. Using TC winding instead
helps keeping the rotors short which results in higher critical speeds.
In this case the simplest possible permanent magnet (PM) rotor is used as a starting point. A diametrally
magnetized cylindrical magnet forms the rotor excitation and a tubular housing around the permanent
magnet creates the mechanical strength of the shaft. Such a design has its dimensional and thereby
power limits that will be studied in this paper.
Losses of the electrical machine define the cooling needs and contribute the machine design limits. Since
single layer TC windings create a higher amount of harmonics multilayer TC windings should be favored
in higher speed applications. A comparison of different TC winding types is given in [3]. The air-gap
length also has a significant impact on the harmonic content penetrating into the rotor surface. In a high-
speed PMSM the air gap length should, therefore, be selected higher than in low speed machines as it is
shown in [4]. Higher air gap length leads to greater cooling flow area and that decreases the temperatures
in the electric machine active parts.
TC windings also provide the opportunity to pass the coolant directly through the slots between the
windings and effectively cool them down. A photo of a stator prototype, using TC windings, is shown in
Fig. 1.



Figure 1: Six-slot two-pole prototype for a small high-speed PMSM

The electromagnetic design parameters define most of the design requirements. However, simultaneously
the mechanical properties such as rotor dynamics, mechanical rigidness and manufacturability should be
considered to produce a working generator. Selection of the mechanical structure has major impact for
the final product lifetime, quality and price. In the following chapter permanent magnet rotor topologies
are introduced and the most important mechanical phenomena are studied for the selected topology. The
generator main parameters are represented in Table I.

Table I: Generator parameters

Rated speed nn, min−1 31 200

Rated power Pn, kW 11

Number of poles, p 2

Number of stator slots, Qs 6

Rated torque, Tn, Nm 3.36

Synchronous inductance, Ls, pu 0.44

Rotor outer radius, Ro, m 0.023

The application where the developed high-speed PM generator is implemented is a micro-Organic Rank-
ine Cycle (ORC) power plant. The target is to design an easily manufacturable and cheap construction for
the active parts of the generator. Due to the manufacturability and the preferable TC winding segmented
stator structure is selected.

Mechanical topologies and limitations
Several rotor topologies for permanent magnet machines are introduced. The different rotor topologies
for PMSMs are shown in Fig. 2. Depending on the machine parameters correct topology should be
selected. The rotor topology affects the mechanical rigidness of the machine and it should be selected
not only from the machine performance point of view but should also take the mechanical limitations
into account. The internal permanent magnet (IPM) rotor (Fig. 2a) has to be optimized carefully in case
of the high-speed machines. The construction has to provide structural integrity and at the same time has
to be thin enough and not shunt the magnet flux [5]. Nevertheless, a 2-pole electrical machine is difficult
to implement with interior permanent magnet with a working design. The surface permanent magnet
(SPM) construction (Fig. 2b) is a good option from the electromagnetic point of view, but it needs to
have a retaining sleeve to tolerate high-speeds. The full cylinder magnet inside a retaining sleeve is the
most convenient option from the mechanical rigidness point of view, however it could produce more



losses [6]. The stator of the designed high-speed Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (HSPMSG)
is shown in Fig. 1 and the rotor of this machine has a topology illustrated in Fig. 2c.

Figure 2: Permanent magnet rotor topologies. a) Multiple-pole internal permanent magnet; b) Two or multiple
pole surface permanent magnet with retaining sleeve; c) Two-pole full cylindrical magnet with retaining sleeve

The high-speed machines require more complex computations compared to the low-speed machines due
to the material limitations and dynamical behaviour. Mechanical limitations can be divided into three
main categories. First is the maximum diameter that the rotor can have to withstand the high rotation
speed and the centrifugal force caused by that. Second is the fitting to maintain the contact between the
permanent magnet and sleeve during all conditions. Third is the rotor dynamics. The rotor dynamical
performance varies as a function of rotation speed and due to that the rotor dynamics have a major effect
to the rotor performance and durability.
The coating materials could be divided into conducting and non-conducting ones. The trade-off between
these materials is explained in a way that a conducting material causes losses in the rotor, but usually can
tolerate more mechanical loads. In high-speed machines with full cylindrical magnet it is necessary to
use metallic sleeves, which are, therefore, conducting, to transfer the torque and to maintain rigidity [7].
The preliminary dimensions for the maximum shaft radius can be calculated as

roe =

√
σmec

C′ρΩ 2 , (1)

where σmec is the material yield strength, C′ = 3+ν
8 - for the full cylindrical with retaining sleeve, ν is

the Poisson’s ratio, ρ is the material density, and Ω is the angular velocity of the rotor. Therefore, the
maximum radius of the rotor at the desired speed is restricted by the allowed mechanical stress [4]. It
should be noted that equation (1) only considers the centrifugal force and does not take into account any
additional stresses such as thermal stresses due to differences in material thermal expansion coefficients,
stresses due interference fit between magnet and the sleeve, stresses caused by dynamical conditions such
as operating at critical speed. These additional stresses increase the total stress affecting the structure.
However, the yield strength should not be exceeded in any condition. Due to that the yield strength value
used in equation (1) should include the safety factor and due to that it should be below the actual yield
strength. However, this gives an idea of the rotor size.
When the estimated value for the rotor radius is calculated then it is possible to calculate the length of
the active part of the rotor for the particular machine to fulfill the required power and torque values.
The optimization technique for the rotor volume, which also shows the high dependence on the thermal
modeling is described in [8].
The next factor, that could cause the failure of PM and the rotor itself, is the elastic limitation. Magnet
and sleeve should be in a contact during all possible operation conditions. In the case of SmCo magnet
material and stainless steel the rotation and operation temperature cause magnet and sleeve to expand.
The total expansion of the magnet and the sleeve, (uPM and uSL), can be calculated by considering the
expansion due to the rotation speed, (uPMΩ and uSLΩ), as well as the expansion of due to the thermal
expansion, (uPMtemp and uSLtemp). The total expansion can be calculated as

uPM(r) = uPMΩ +uPMtemp

= 3+νPM
8 ρPMΩ 2 1−νPM

EPM
r
[
rPM

2− 1+νPM
3+νPM

r2
]
+ αPMr∆t ,

uSL(r) = uSLΩ +uSLtemp

= 3+νSL
8 ρSLΩ 2 1−νSL
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+ αSLr∆t ,

(2)



where r is the radius from the center where the expansion is calculated, subscripts PM and SL refers to
magnet and sleeve, ν is the Poisson’s ratio of given material, ρ is the material density, Ω is the rotation
speed, E is the modulus of elasticity, rPM is the magnet radius, rSLi is the sleeve inner radius and rSLo is
the sleeve outer radius, α is the thermal expansion coefficient and ∆t is the temperature difference from
the room temperature.
Magnet and sleeve should be fixed in a away that the produced torque is transmitted to the rotor shaft.
Usually this is done by manufacturing the sleeve smaller than the magnet outer diameter and with the
difference in the temperatures enables to install the sleeve over the magnet. This is called shrink fit or
interference fit. The interference fit between the magnet and sleeve should be selected so that the yield
strength of the magnet or the sleeve are not exceeded and the maximum temperature of the permanent
magnet is not exceeded. The dynamical interference fit, λ , can be calculated by considering the total
expansion calculated with equation (2) and reduce that amount from the designed static interference fit,
usinterf, amount as λ = uPM + uSL− usinterf. The dynamic contact pressure between the magnet and the
sleeve can be calculated as

pc =
λ rPMEPMESL(r2

PM− r2
SLo)((

r4
PM− r2

PMr2
SLo
)

νSL− r4
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)
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ESL

(3)

The stresses due to the rotation speed, thermal effect and pressure from the interference fit are highest
in the contact point between magnet and sleeve. Tangential and radial stresses can be calculated as a
function of r due to the contact pressure, rotation of the magnet and sleeve as
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where pc contact pressure and po pressure in the electric machine (air). With the superposition theorem
the radial and tangential stresses in the sleeve can be sum into one σrtot = σrc +σrSLΩ and σttot = σtc +

σtSLΩ. The VonMises stress can be calculated then as σvmises =
√

σ2
ttot−σttotσrtot +σ2

rtot. [9, 10]

Third step of the analysis is the rotor’s dynamical behaviour over the operation speed. The rotor dynamics
is the criterion of the reliable electrical machine operation. The rotor dynamics do not only limit the
performance of the motor itself but also affects the bearings, shaft dimensioning and other environment
of the installation. The natural frequencies of the rotor as well as the vibration responses caused by
excitation forces, e.g, unbalance forces, should be determined. In order to determine the rotor dynamics
accurately both analytical solution including the finite element method and experimental verification
should be performed. The experimental test can be used to determine, e.g, the stiffness of the magnet
and sleeve contact. First step is to determine the free-free vibration modes, i.e, non-supported modes.
Three first free-free modes for the studied structure are shown in Fig. 3. The calculated results of the
free-free modes are validated with a laser scanning vibrometer (LSV).
Second step is to determine the critical speeds of the rotor bearing system, i.e, supported structure.
Stiffness of the support and gyroscopic effect varies as a function of rotation speed which affects the
natural frequencies. The critical speeds occur when the natural frequencies coincides with the rotor
rotation speed. The critical speeds can be determined by plotting a Campbell diagram where the natural
frequencies are shown as a function of the rotation speed. Third step is to calculate steady state response
where the force caused by residual unbalance shows the vibration amplitude in the critical speeds. The
steady state response is used to determine the severity of the critical speeds to the rotor’s dynamical
behaviour. [11, 12]
Active Magnetic bearings (AMBs) are gaining popularity in high-speed applications because there is no
mechanical contact between the bearings and the rotor, thereby mechanical friction losses are excluded
from the system, and thus, it is possible to gain higher rotational speeds. An example of AMBs im-
plementation in a high-speed electrical machine and its advantages are described in [13]. Thereby, the
correct implementation of this technology could extend the mechanical limit of the high-speed electrical
machines.



First mode shape, 1528 Hz

Second mode shape, 3884 Hz

Third mode shape, 6916 Hz

Figure 3: Free-free modes of the studied rotor structure.

Electromagnetic limitations
Losses in the electrical machine apply constraints up to the maximum possible power. The first limit
is related to the maximum winding temperature rise and the second is associated to the irreversible
demagnetization of the PM [6]. This chapter discusses these two aspects using as an example the design
of a HSPMSG for a micro-ORC power plant project.
Copper losses are in a direct ratio to the current density in the windings. Double layer tooth-coil windings
allow implementing a segmented structure of the stator. This, in turn, leads to a higher copper space factor
and decreases current density. The micro-ORC installation construction together with TC windings also
allows to directly remove heat from the windings surface. The micro-ORC working fluid is passing
through the slots and cools the windings in an effective way.
The next way to extend the copper loss limit is by using multiphase windings. The increase of the phase
number, for instance, up to six, is leading to increasing of the possible maximum machine power by
dividing the energy flows in the winding into more channels and decreasing inverter power ratings per
phase. This option has also drawbacks, for example, the number of components is increasing which leads
to the reliability decrease. The analysis of different multiphase windings for aerospace machine has been
studied, for instance, in [14]. However, this limit is a subject of a further investigation.
The rotor losses of the PM machine do not significantly decrease the overall efficiency, however, they
could lead to the magnet demagnetization. In the implemented machine construction heat is removed
directly from the rotor surface as in case of windings. The SmCo magnet is preferable as it can tolerate
higher temperatures, however, its price is higher than NdFeB.
The rotor losses are caused by current linkage harmonics due to both slot opening and discrete current
distribution. Since the rotor is moving with constant speed, these harmonics cause eddy-currents in the
sleeve and PM [15].
Current linkage harmonics modelled using a finite-element model (FEA) analysis are illustrated in Fig.
4. The total harmonics are obtained by analysing the air gap flux density curve at the rated operating
point of the generator. The slot harmonics are received by no-load machine analysis at the rated speed.
The first harmonic is the working harmonic of the three phase 2-pole 6-slot machines and therefore it
is used as a base value for per unit representation. Since TC is implemented in HSPMSG the discrete
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Figure 4: Current linkage harmonics of six-slot two-pole high-speed PMSM. a) Without slot wedges; b) With
magnetic slot wedges



Table II: Rotor losses

Retaining sleeve losses, W Permanent magnet losses, W Total rotor losses, W

Without slot wedges 49 12 61

With magnetic slot wedges 34 11 45

current distribution harmonics accounts for a sizable proportion of the total harmonic content. However,
only part of these harmonics penetrate the rotor because of the increased air-gap of the electrical machine.
Tooth tips are designed in a way to decrease the harmonics due to slot openings. Nevertheless, further
reduction of these harmonics is possible by installation magnetic slot wedge’s between the tooth tips.
The wedges relative permeability has a great impact on the slot opening harmonic content. Due to the
availability limit wedges with a relative permeability equal to 3 were selected.
Fig. 4b shows the analysis of the generator with slot wedges. The total amount of slot opening harmon-
ics is decreased by 25.5% and, for instance, 17th harmonic is eliminated. Due to the air-gap harmonics
reduction total rotor losses are decreased, too. Table II shows the amount of losses in the permanent mag-
net and conducting sleeve before and after the slot wedges installation. The total rotor losses decreased
from 61 W to 45 W and therefore the magnet demagnetization risk is decreased.
The final machine configuration involves the reduction of the sleeve to the minimum allowed value, i.e.
2.5 mm, inclusion of magnetic wedges with a relative permeability of 3 between the tooth tips, and an
increase in the air-gap by reducing the lamination by up to 3.4 mm.
The number of methods for reducing retaining sleeve losses could be found in [16]. The one way to
decrease the magnet losses is to divide the magnet into smaller pieces, therefore, the PM eddy-current
losses will reduce.
In case of the SPM with the retaining sleeve the rotor loss shares are similar. For instance, paper [17]
describes a technique to estimate rotor magnets and sleeve eddy-current losses in HSPMSM. The final
distribution of the rotor losses is 25% in the magnets and 75% is in the sleeve which is close to the results
obtained with the 2D FEA for the HSPMSG for a micro-ORC installation.

Conclusion
The implemented machine structure could be used in high-speed applications due to the mechanical
rigidness of the rotor and usage of tooth-coil windings. Rotor topology limits the maximum speed of
the electrical machine. This limit could be extended by using Active Magnetic Bearings. In case of
full cylindrical magnet usage of retaining sleeve leads to the trade offs between rigidness, price and
losses. The optimum amount of shrinkage could be found for the existing geometry parameters of the
rotor. Double layer TC windings could lead to the copper losses decrease due to the high copper space
factor and shorter end windings in comparing with distributed windings. Air-gap length increase cuts
the amount of harmonics, which reach the rotor. The installation of the slot wedges between tooth
tips leads to the significant reduction of the slot opening harmonic content. Therefore, rotor losses
decrease and together with correct selection of the magnet ensure the demagnetization risk absence. A
number of ways to extend the design limits of the HSPMSM were proposed. Designing a high-speed
electric generator has several requirements and the final solution has several compromises in order to
have suitable manufacturing costs. The prototype is build and preliminary runs are made.
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